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MCCH
utilizes
surgical
checklist

Monday, March 16, 2009

Making a
Difference

Special to the Ledger
The
Murray Calloway
County Hospital has announced
that it has tested a Surgical
Safety Checklist developed by
a team of clinical experts at the
World Health Organization
(WHO). The Surgical Safety
Checklist is a one-page total
that itemizes essential safety
steps that surgical teams should
perform at three key stages of
surgery: before administenng
anesthesia: before skin incision;
and before the patient leaves the
operating mom. The overriding
goal of the checklist is to reduce
complications and promote
additional safety measures,
commented Melony Bray.
director of Planning &
Marketing at MCCH.
The hospital has introduced
the checklist in its operating
room procedures as part of a
nationwide initiative being
spearheaded by the Institute for
Healthcare Improvement (IHI).
IHI has challenged every hospital in the U.S. to test the checklist at least one time with one
operating team by April 1.
"The
Surgical
Safety
Checklist is another tool we've
implemented, to continue to
focus on safety as a part of our
routine care for all patents
undergoing surgery," said
Norma Butler. director of
Perioperative Services.
For more information on the
new Surgical Safety Checklist
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, contact the MCCH
Marketing Department at (270)
762-1381.

HAWKINS TEAGUEJLedger & Times
Despite once again taking place on a wet
and dreary Saturday, the 70th Make A Differe
nce
Day was a big success. Pictured above is
Scott Smith operating the paper shredder while
David Smith (below) collects recyclable oil.
Wells said 475 cars came through Roy Stewar
t
Stadium, turning in 338 pairs of glasses for the
Lions Club, 200 pounds of clothes, 239 ink
jet cartndges for Big Brothers Big S;sters, 24
cell phones for CASA, more than a ton of batteries, 20 tons of paper, 800 pounds of alumin
um and 110 gallons of recyclable oil. The
Sheriff's Department also collected 12 gallons of
prescription drugs, which was their highest total since they began the program. The
next Make A Difference Day is scheduled for
May 16
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Daily Forecast
By Ths Associated Press
Monday...Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers Highs ir the lower 6Cs
Monday night...Mostty clear
Lows in the lower 40s
Tuesday...Mostly
sunny
Highs in the upper 60s.
Tim•rley rt!ort• aiiosty deer. By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Lows in the mid 40s
The United States Air Force
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Academy Band entertained the
Highs in the lower 70s.
public with a free concert in
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent Murray State University's
chance of showers and (hun- Lovett Auditorium Sunday
derstorms Lows in the upper afternoon.
The band is based at Peterson
403
Thursday...Mostly cloudy Air Force Base in Colorado
with a 30 percent chance of Springs. Colo. Senior Master
showers Highs in the 50s
Sgt. Larry Hill said there are
Thursday
night...Mostly nine groups of musicians that
clear Lows in the upper 30s.
tour the country, visiting about
Friday.. Mostly clear Highs 20 cities and
making at least two
in the lower 60s
television appearances, usually

754
CATS overhaul
awaits governor
Murray, KY 42071

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
irst District Sen. Ken
Winters says he's proud
that his colleagues in the
General Assembly have unanimously supported a revamp of
the
Conunonwealth
Accountability Testing System;
a move he believes will be a
more effective indicator of individual student achievement.
During House action late
Friday evening, lawmakers
voted 93-() - and the senate did
likewise with a 38-0 vote - to
approve scrapping the current
CATS testing battery for one
that would allow parents and
teachers to closely track a
child's academic progrese.
The bill is now on Gov. Steve
Besnear's desk and the gover-
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See Page 2A

WASHINGTON t AP) -Leaders of the White House
economic team and the Senate's
top Republican bellowed about
bonuses at a bailed-out insurance giant and pledged to prevent such payments in the
future.
From one Sunday talk show to
the next, they tore into the contracts
that
American
International Group asserted
had to be honored, to the tune of
about $165 million and payable
to executives by Sunday — part
of a larger total payout reportedly valued at $450 million. The
company has benefited from
more than $170 billion in a federal rescue.
A1G has agreed to Obama
administration requests to
restrain
future
payments.
Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithrier pressed the president's
case with A1G's chairman.
Edward Liddy, last week.
"He stepped in and berated
them, got them to reduce the
bonuses following every legal
means he has to do this," said
Austan Goolsbee, staff director
of President Barack Obaina's
Economic Recovery Advisory
Board.
"I don't know why they would
follow a policy that's really not

HAWKINS TEAGUEA.edger & Tires
Members of the United State Air Force Academy Band
jam on the stage at Lovett Auditorium
Sunday afternoon before a performing a free concer
t for the public.
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sensible, is obviously goiag to
ignite the ire of millions of people, and we've done exactly
what we can do to prevent this
kind of thing from happening
again,- Goolsbee said.
Added Lawrence Summers.
Obama's top economic adviser
"The easy thing would be to just
say off with their heads, violate the contracts But you have
to think about the consequences
of breaking contracts for the
overall system of law, for the
overall financial system."
Summers said Geithner used
all his powei. -both legal and
moral, to reduce the level of
ihese bonus payments"
T
h
e
Democratic
administration's
argument about tlu;
sanctity
of
contracts was
more
than
Senate
Republican
McConnell
leader Mitch
McConnell of
Kentucky could bear.
"For them to simply sit there
and blame it on the previous
administration or claim contract

See Page 2A

Community's
'09 city-wide
yard sate set
Special to the Lectgetr
[het
ity ot Murray's:,
annual Spring City-Wide
Yard Sale will be held
Saturday, May 2, from 7
a.m. to midnight, according
to Erin Cameo. convention
and event coordinator with
Murray s Convention and
Visitors' Bureau.
Throughout the city, resi-
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Chorus of outrage over
millions in AIG bonuses

Air Force Band performs at Lovett

SPONSORED BY

Winters
Healey
nor is expected to review and
decide whether to sign it sometime this week.
Winters, R-Murray, chairman
of the Senate Education
Committee that introduced the
bill, said this morning that the
new system that will be put in
place under the new law will
allow parents. K-I2 educators
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• Be honest
• Don't deceive, cheat or steal
• Be reliable — do what you say you'll do
• Have the courage to do the right thing
• Build a good reputation
• Be loyal — stand by your family, friends
and country
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News in Brief
Bunning seeks support in northern Ky.
HEBRON. Ky.(AP i -- Sen. Jim Bunning went to his strongest
base to ask for support in a bid for a third U.S. Senate term.
Bunning told about 300 people at the Fourth District
Lincoln/Reagan Day Dinner in northern Kentucky on Saturdav
that he plans to run for the seat in 2010 election.
"I hope I can count on your support." Bunning said to the
crowd. -This will be a long battle and a hard battle. Because you
know what? They don't like somebody who won't say 'yes' every
time they want it."
The Kentucky Enquirer reports that Bunning says he needs the
support of northern Kentucky if he hopes to withstand challenges
from fellow Republicans and Democrats. Bunning once held the
Fourth District congressional seat that represents the region.
Bunning. 77. who barely beat a little-known Democrat from
eastern Kentucky in 2004, is widely considered one of the most
vulnerable incumbent senators up for re-election next year.
Fourth District Congressman Geoff Davis told the crowd to
ignore warnings that they shouldn't donate to Bunning's campaign_

Many high profile bills on way to shredder
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) Some of the most talked about bills
still pending in the Kentucky legislature appear to be headed for
the shredder, including two hot-button proposals aimed at discouraging abortion and banning gay couples from adopting children.
Those high-profile measures and several others have languished
despite lengthy debates and boisterous protests held in and around
the Capitol in recent weeks.
The abortion bill, which would require doctors to make ultrasound images available to women seeking abortions, awaits a floor
vote in the House. The adoption bill, which would allow children
to be placed only with couples who "are not cohabiting outside of
a marriage that is legally valid in Kentucky." awaits a floor vote in
the Senate.
However, neither vote is likely, said House Republican Whip
David Floyd of Bardstown. who has been pushing to pass the
abortion bill.
Lawmakers have gone home and won't return to Frankfort until
March 26 for the legislative session's final two days, which have
been set aside for overriding vetoes should Gov. Steve Beshear
issue any. Supporters of the measures are chafing that legislative
leaders are blocking them.
"We think that both of those bills would have passed by significant margins," said Martin Cothran, a policy analyst for The
Family Foundation, a Lexington-based advocacy group.

Woman,son arrested after remains found
PARAGON. Ind.(AP) — Authorities arrested a Kentucky
woman and her son on kidnapping and other charges in connection
with the disappearance of an elderly roan after they found burnt
remains in a remote section of a forest near Indianapolis.
Police arrested Willa Blanc, 47, of Union, Ky., and her son,
Louis Wilkinson, 27, were arrested Saturday at a Cincinnati-area
motel and booked into the Hamilton County Justice Center in
Cincinnati.
Kentucky authorities investigating the disappearance of Walter
Sartory, 73, of Hebron, Ky., began searching a remote section of
the Morgan-Monroe State Forest about 35 miles south of
Indianapolis and found two burn pits with bones Friday. Sartory
was last seen Feb. 15 and reported missing on March 4.
Boone County Sheriff's Office spokesman Tom Scheben said he
believed the remains are Sartory's.
-We can't be certain on that because they haven't been analyzed.
However we can say that we're confident that that wiil be the
result," Scheben said.

Pregant woman killed in crash in Scott Co.
GEORGETOWN. Ky.(AP) — A two-vehicle crash in north central Kentucky has killed a pregnant woman.
WKYT-TV in Lexington reports that Eric Harper was driving on
Cincinnati Pike in Scott County when a car leaving a driveway
pulled into his path.
Scott County sheriff's deputy Jeremy Day says Harper's wife.
Sunny, was taken to Georgetown Hospital Saturday afternoon,
where she was pronounced dead a short time later. Sunny Harper,
of Dry Ridge, was two months pregnant.
The couple's three children, ages I. 2 and 3 were rushed to UK
Hospital. Day says their injuries were not considered to be lifethreatening.

•CATS overhaul awaits governor ...
From Front
anti college officials to judge the
individual students achievement
and progress as never before.
"The important thing about it
is what it will potentially do for
young people for years and
years to come," Winters said.
"We are now going to be able to
have a program that di.tuall)
identifies student strengths and
gives us student-specific data
that if valid at the students level
as opposed to the school level."
Winters said university's will
also be provided with much better student-focused information
that will help determine academic achievement on the middle and high school level. The
senator said doing away with
over-broad core content in
math, science, writing and other
key elements will allow better
teaching and mastery of basic
skills.
"For example the core content
in the math area is so broad and
they are covering such waterfront - it's not vertically aligned
- that basic mathematics skills
are being sacrificed in order to
cover too broad a scope," he
said. "That particular one was
one that drove me in this direction. Naturally, over the next
year and a half or so, all of the
core areas will be evaluated as
far as deepening the core content and maybe closing down
the enormous breadth to it a littie bit so we can make sure basic
learning, basic skills, are taken
care of."
Winters said the move was

ASO highly received by many
constituent groups.
Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley said this morning his
colleagues decided to they
wanted to do away with the
cumbersome CATS test and, in
the final hours of the day Friday.
move on a way to assess schools
over the next two years while a
new state test is devised.
"The interim test will include
some norm-referenced testing-similar to many college
entrance exam tests—and current core content testing in
math, reading and science with
assessment in social studies
added to the mix," said Henley,
D-Murray. "It will also require
K- I 2 arid postsecondary schools
to align their content so that
high remediation rates can he
reduced at Kentucky's colleges
and universities."
Legislators reportedly erupted
in applause following voting in
both house as Democrats and
Republicans found themselves
united in making one of the
biggest changes to Kentucky
public education in more than a
decade, according to an
Associated Press report this
morning.
Beshear told the AP Fridav
that he had not yet seen the final
version of the bill but thought
the legislation featured "several
positive elements- to move education
forward. However,
Beshear raised concerns about
the transition to a new permanent testing system
"I look forward to reviewing

III Band ... •Sale ...
From Front

From Front

on PBS and Armed Forces networks. He said they also
appeared on broadcasts seen by
54 million people in 177 countries. The band playing in
Lovett yesterday had five civilian members, who were playing
in place of members that had
been deployed overseas, Hill
said

dents will set up yard sales at
their homes, while others will
set-up shop in the front parking
lot of Central Park. To be on the
famous map, applications can
be

found

at

the

Murray

or

online

at

The registration fee is $10,

NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p.m. on Tuesday, March 17
in the District Courtroom at
the Calloway County Judicial
Building. On the agenda for
the meeting is an update on
the county's ice-storm recovery effort and a budget
amendment related to costs,
board appointments, a county treasury report and an
opportunity for public comment.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

year. schools will keep using the
current test in science, reading
and social studies as well as the
standardized test. Students will
take a math exam based on new
standards developed by state
education officials with input
from teachers. All new parts of
the test will go into effect in the
spring of 2012 along with the
new school accountability system.
Another key provision directs
public universities and the state
Department of Education to
align core content standards for
entry-level college courses with
high school standards. The goal
is to ensure students are prepared for college so that when
they finish high school the student will be a the level they
need to be without having to
attend remedial classes.
Lawmakers have gone home
and won't return to Frankfort
until March 26 for the legislative session's final two days,
which have been set aside for
overriding vetoes should Gov.
Steve Beshear issue any.

Additional charges possible
in student teacher case
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A search of the home of a
student teacher charged with
having sex with a 17-year-old
Calloway County High School
student could lead to additional
charges.
Lt. Samantha Mighell of the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department said that John
"Drew" Millwood, 24, was
arrested at 3:20 p.m. Friday' and
charged with sexual abuse in the
first degree for allegedly having
sexual intercourse with a high
school student. She said the
arrest occured in a field near the
intersection of Hudson and
Jones Sparkman Road, which is
north of Highway 94 and west
of Murray. Mighell said tnis was

the same location where the
alleged sexual contact took
place on March 3, although she
said she could not comment on
why the arrest occurred there.
Mighell said Detective Sam
Bierds led a search of
Millwood's home Friday night
to try to find any evidence of
contact on his computer. She
said the search would likely lead
to more criminal charges, which
could be filed Monday afternoon.
A spokeswoman at the
Calloway County Jail said
Millwood was released at noon
Saturday on a $10,000 cash
bond on the condition that he
has no contact with the victim,
is not arrested again and appears
in court at 9 a.m. on March 24.

Convention & Visitors Bureau
www.tourniurray.com.

Term Crier

those details in the coming days,
while also beginning work on a
longer-term process for how
we'll re-energize our commitment to education reform in
Kentucky," Beshear said.
Lengthy negotiations by legislative conferees focused on
what type of assessment test to
use while state eduvatiori officials develop a new permanent
exam by the 2011-12 academic
year. Under the final version,
students will take the current
test this spring in math, science,
reading and social studies.
Districts have the option to test
in arts and humanities and in
practical living and career studies. Writing portfolios will not
be scored as part of the accountability review, but will be used
for instructional purposes.
In spring 2010, schools will
use the current test in math, science, reading and social studies.
Also, a standardized test will
allow parents and teachers
measure student performance
and gauge how Kentucky fares
with other states. The following

III Bonuses ...
From Front

which places a space on the
map with details of what will be
sold on Saturday morning.
Deadline for turning in applications is Wednesday, April 29.
No late applications will be
accepted. Maps will be available at Murray's Convention
and Visitors' Bureau on April
30.
The costs of the maps are $2.
For more information call
(270) 759-2199.

— we all know that contracts are
valid in this country, but they need
to be looked at," McConnell said.
"Did they enter into these contracts
knowing full well that, as a practical matter, the taxpayers of the
United States were going to be
reimbursing their employees?.
Particularly employees who got
them into this mess in the first
place? I think it's an outrage."
AIG reported this month that it
had lost $61.7 billion for the founh
quarter of last year, the largest corporate loss in history.
In a letter to Geithner dated

Saturday. Liddy said outside
lawyers had informed the company
that AIC had contractual ohligabons to make the bonus payments
and could face lawsuits if it did not
do so.
Liddy said in his letter that "quite
frankly, AIG's hands arc tied."
although he said that in light of the
company's current situation he
found it "distasteful and difficult"
to recommend going forward with
the payments.
Liddy said the company had
entered into the bonus agreements
in early 2008 before AIG got into
severe financial straits.
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Obituaries
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llatiic Mae Blanton, 68. Murray. died Saturday. March 14. 2009,
at 8:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was born
Dec. N. 1940. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Sarah Autrey Horner

Sarah Autrey Horner. 89. 01 Salem. Ark.. died Thursday. March
12. 2009. at Southfork River Living Center in Salem. She was born
March 23, 1919 in Autreyville. Ga., to the late
Daniel Leroy Autrey Sr. and Elizabeth Parker
Autrey. The family moved to Kissimmee. Ha., in
1924. where she attended and graduated from
Mrs. Ruthie Lee Chapman
Osceola High School in 1937. She met and marMrs. Ruthie Lee Chapman, 87. Murray. died Sunday, March 15,
ried Thomas Horner in 1941 right before his leav2009, at 5 :49 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. J.H. Churchill
ing to serve in the U.S. Army in Africa and Italy in
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
World War II.
Survivors include her children, Thomas C.
(Punch) Horner and wife, Carol. Moorestown.
Charles Edward Young
N.J., Sally Homer Mills and husband. Gene
Charles Edward Young,89, Murray,died Friday, March 13, 2009,
Homer
at Gateway Medical Center, Clarksville. Tenn..
Eichelberger, Fairview, Tenn., Richard L. Homer
Retired from the Highway Department in Eerie and wife, Patty. Salem. Ark.. Linda Horner and partner. Bruce
County. Ohio. he had also retired from Medusa Plourde. Cape May. N.J.; two sisters, Connie Partin. Kissimmee,
Cement. He was a member of St. Stephens U.C.C. Ha., and Jean Powers and husband. Richard. Tigard. Ore.; five
He was of Lutheran faith and served in the Army grandchildren, Tommy Horner, Sussex. N.J., Teresa Horner.
Lansdale, Pa., William A. Mills, Cadiz, Ky., Michael H. Mills.
during World War II.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Betty Murray. Ky., and Nathan Horner. Pensacola, Fla.; three great grandJane Young. to whom he had been married for 54 children, Jade Mills and lace Mills. Murray. and Annabelle Mills,
years; two brothers. Bud and Alfred Young; two Cadiz.
She volunteered for many organizations, most notably the
sisters, Clara Byers and Betty Young. Born Dec.
14, 1919, he was the son of the late William and Paducah Area Chapter of the American Red Cross. in Paducah, Ky.,
where she was named Volunteer of the Year. The City of Paducah
Ada Beatty Young.
Young
Survivors include one son, Charles Young and also awarded her a DUCHESS of Paducah award for her service to
wife. Pamela. Murray; two daughters, Patricia the community.
She had been a member of the First Presbyterian Church of
Lewandowski, Clarksville, Tenn., and Nancy
Deffinbaugh and husband. Wayne, Palmyra, Tenn.; Kissimmee, Fla, the United Presbyterian Church in Woodstown,
one brother, Billy Young and wife, Charlotte, N.J. Crayne Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Crayne, Ky.,
Norwalk, Ohio; two sisters, Donna Roggeman and Symsonia United Methodist Church, Syrnsonia. Ky., and First
Mary Ann Nickester, both of Sandusky, Ohio; several grandchildren Presbyterian Church in Murray, Ky.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian
and great-grandchildren. The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Heritage Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Church, 1601 Main St., Murray, KY 42071. or the Paducah Area
Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow at a later date. Visitation Chapter of the American Red Cross, 232 N. 8th Street, Paducah. KY
will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday. Online condo- 42001. A memorial for Sarah Horner will be held at First
Presbyterian Church in Murray, at a later date. Anyone interested in
lences may be made at www.imesmiller. corn.
being notified when arrangements for this service are set can send
their contact information to: Sally Mills, 295 Harry Hall Rd.,
Mrs. Judy Am.Smith
Mrs. Judy Ann Smith, 64, Radio Road, Almo. died Saturday. Fairview, TN 37062 or e-mail to sallyntn@hughes.net.
March 14. 2009, at 3:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired nurses aid at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Elizabeth (Uk) June Seay
Mrs. Elizabeth (Liz) June Seay, 69, of Hardin. died Saturday.
Britthaven Nursing Home of Benton, she was a
inember of Temple Hill United Methodist Church. March 14, 2009, at 10:50 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Preceding her in death were one son, Charles Max She retired as a waitress from Kenlake State Park, Aurora, and was
Smith; one brother. Darrell Hale; two sisters, a member of the Sunshine Bass and Gals.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Cecil Seay, two brothLinda Harrell and Dottie Hale: one great-grandson.
Scottie Smith. Born Dec. 9, 1944. in Calloway ers and one sister. Born in Almo. she was the daughter of the late
County, she was the daughter of the late Lilburn Henry Edwards and Emma Caldwell Edwards. Survivors include
one daughter, Teresa Stratton, Hardin; and two sons. Steve Oakley,
and Nora Jane Hill Hale.
Survivors include one son, Greg Boggess, and Michael Oakley. Louisville; one sister, Opal Burkeen. Dexter;
Alm); one daughter, Cathy Smith and special eight grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the
friend,
Kenny Ulrich, Murray; four brothers, Jerry
Smith
Hale and wife, Joann, and Phil Hale and wife, chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Ricky Cunningham
,Deborah, all of Almo. Stanley Hale and wife. Linda. Murray. and will officiate. Visitation will be the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
.Warren Hale, Calloway County; two grandsons, Christopher Smith, (Monday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American
Murray,and Gregory Boggess. Almo; special friend, James Johnson, Diabetes Association, P.O. Box 11454, Alexandria, VA 22312.
Almo; six great-grandchildren. A graveside service will be Tuesday
at 11 a.m. at Temple Hill Cemetery. Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Pallbearers will be Steve, Ricky, Stanley Clyde, Jason and
John Hale, Roger Morrison and Kenny Ulrich. Visitation will be at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home from 7:30 to 10:30 a.m. Tuesday. Online
condolences may he made at ww.imesmiller.com.
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Bernanke: recession
could end in 2009

WASHINGTON (AP) Mrs. Mary Grace Tharp, 50, Benton. died Friday, Mach 13, 2009, America's recession "probably"
at 9:15 p.m. at Wade Forest University Baptist Hospital, Winston will end this year if the governSalem, N.C. A native of Chicago. Ill., she attended First Missionary ment succeeds in bolstering the
Baptist Church and was employed at Hancock Fabrics. She was an banking
system.
Federal
award winning quitter and past state president of the Kentucky Reserve
Chairman
Ben
Heritage Quilter Society and several local quilting guilds. Preceding Bernanke said Sunday in a rare
her in death was her father. Bobby Dowdy.
television interview.
Survivors include her husband. Dave Tharp, to whom she had
In carefully hedged remarks
been married for 34 years; one daughter, Stacy Phillips and husband, in a taped interview with CBS'
Tim. Hickory; one son. David Tharp and wife. Amanda. Murray; her "60 Minutes," Bernanke seemed
mother. Gladis Matthews and husband., W.T.. Paducah; two sisters. to express a bit more optimism
Alice Ament. Glendale, Ariz., and Bobbie Parker, Paducah; two that this could be done.
grandchildren. Hunter Phillips and Kaylee Tharp; three stepgrandStill. Bernanke stressed-as
children. Timmy, Tommy and Jake Phillips. The funeral will be he did to Congress last monthThursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home.. that the prospects for the recesPaducah. Dr. Kenneth A. Brown and Rev. K. Alan Miller will offi- sion ending this year and a
ciate. Burial will follow in the Union Missionary Baptist Church recovery taking root next year
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. hinge on a difficult task: getting
Wednesday. Online condolences may be made to www.milneran- banks to lend more freely again
doircom.
and getting the financial markets to work more normally.
"We've seen some progress
Henry Art Harris
The funeral for Henry Art Harris will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at in the financial markets.
• Hopewell Presbyterian Church. Louisville. Bro. Tom Dillard will absolutely," Bernanke said.
• officiate. Burial will follow in the Resthaven Cemetery. Louisville. "But until we get that stabilized
:Visitation was from 5 to 8 p.m. Sunday at Imes-Miller Funeral and working normally, we're
:Home of Murray and the register books will be available to sign at not going to see recovery.
"But we do have a plan.
the funeral from now to 4:30 p.m. today
(Monday). Visitation will be at the church in We're working on it. And. I do
Louisville after 10 a.m. Tuesday. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Mr. Harris, 91, Panorama Shores. Murray, died
Thursday. March 12, 2009, at 8 a.m. at his home.
He retired as a sheet metal fabricator from
Smail Business & Farm Returns
Sheetmetal Workers Union. He was a member of
Louisville Moose Lodgc, frequent pool tournaLimited
Openings • Call Now'
ment winner at Murray-Calloway County Senior
the
oldest
of
five
living
generCitizens
Center
and
Ars
im
Harris
%JP iLio
ations in his family. Preceding him in death were
his wife, Virginia Gibson Harris; one daughter. Doris Allen: his parents. Pleas and Lue Alice DeRosset Harris; two grandchildren; one
great-grandchild; six brothers and sisters. Survivors include two
All returns tiled electronically.
daughters. Joyce Gravatte, Louisville, and Betty Malone. Murray:
seven grandchildren: 17 great-grandchildren; seven great-great
grandchildren; one expected great-great-grandchild.

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Mrs. Claretta C. Newport
The funeral for Mrs. Claretta C. Newport was today (Monday)at
II a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Ronnie Stinson,
Tommy Martin and Ronnie Stinson Jr. officiated. Pallbearers were
Rodney Dunkin, Geoffery and Tracey Newport, Cole Duncan, Mike
Rader, Frank Coles and Shane Fields. Burial was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillerfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Newport, 74, Heritage Drive, Mayfield,
died Wednesday. March 11, 2009. at 11:30 p.m. at
Heritage Manor Healthcare, Mayfield. She had
retired from Murray State University Physical
Plant and was a member of Christ United
Methodist Church. Mayfield. Preceding her in
death were her husband. Brent Humphreys
.1. Newport. and one brother, Gerald Gene Chrisman.
Born Oct. 17. 1934. in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Orin and Nola Craig
Chrisman. Survivors include, one son, Gary
, Naval
Newport and wife, Christina. Mayfield; one sister,
.rJanet Duncan and husband. Danny.Columbus. Ohio; four grantIchil::dren, Geoffery Newport and wife, Kristen. Tracey Newport. Robert
Wood and Katie Newport. all of Mayfield.

Do you need
help with your
401(k)rollover?
We can help you urKierstancl your optiui is si:8.1
rake your retirement morley work for you. Consider a
Woodmen of the World IRA for your 401(k) rollover

Michael Utley
! Financial Advisor

FISH DAY!!!
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Obama moves to boost
small-business lending

WASHINGTON (AP) Seeking to counter a chorus of
unhappy Republicans and nervous Wall Street investors.
President Barad( Obama and
his economic team are taking a
cheerier tone while making billions in federal loans available
to the nation's struggling small
businesses.
and
Treasury
Obama
Secretary Timothy Geithner this
goo
morning planned to announce a
broad package that includes
reduced small-business lending
fees and an increase on the guarantee to some Small Business
Administration loans. A day earlier, the president's advisers said
in television interviews that
President Barack Obama
they remained confident in the
nation's economic fundamen- age. and some of what will be
tals, at times adopting upbeat coming out are the things that
rhetoric the president once were in the recovery package:
increasing the SBA loan guaranmocked.
"The fundamentals are sound tees, lowering fees."
The
move comes as
in the sense that the American
workers are sound, we have a Republicans have sought to
good capital stock, we have build on some bipartisan misgood
technology,"
said givings over Obania's ambitious
Christina Romer, who heads the spending blueprint. In particuWhite House Council of lar. Republicans say Obama's
budget proposal to raise taxes.
Economic Advisers.
Obama, for his part, has starting in 2011. on individuais
embraced the role of "confi- earning more than $200,000 and
dence-builder in chief," as one on households earning more
business leader asked him to than $250.000 will hurt small
become. One week after his businesses, which face higher
budget director declared "fun- dividend taxes and limits tin
damentally. the economy is itemized deductions.
"We've got to do something
weak," Obama's economic
advisers offered up a buoyant to help these small-business
people. We know that theyle
assessment.
Larry Summers, the director the job creators in this econoof the National Economic my." the House Republican§'
Council and an Obama adviser. No. 2 official, Rep. Eric Cantor,
quoted the president: "It's never said Sunday. "And the problefn
as good as people say it is when ... I think we're seeing out of die
they say it's good and it's never Obama administration is a !ask
as bad as people say it is when of focus on how to get things
going again."
they say it's bad."
Meanwhile, Obama's politiDealing with a severe recession. Obama has turned to a cal aides working to better compublic face that emphasizes the municate his message on budget
potential for recovery instead of and tax issues. Organizing for
America, whose almost 14 milits limits.
To that end, the government lion-person e-mail list is drawn
plans to take aggressive steps to from voters who supported
boost bank liquidity with more Obama last November, plans to
than $10 billion aimed at mobilizz them this week to
unfreezing the secondary credit build grass-roots support for the
market, according to officials budget on the Internet and on
think that we will get it stabi- briefed on the plan who phone lines.
"We didn't fight to shy away
lized. and we'll see Aka reces- demanded anonymity to avoid
sion coming to an end probably pre-empting the president's from the tough long-term deelsions Washington has ducked
announcement.
this year."
Administration officials con- for far too long." Obama poliCiEven if the recession, which
began in December 2007, ends firmed they would unveil details cal adviser David Plouffe wrote
this weekend to members of the
this year. the unemployment rate Monday.
"We know that small busi- group, which is overseen by tbe
will keep climbing past the current quarter-century high of 8.1 nesses are the engine of growth DNC. The new measures taking
in the economy. and we effect Monday focus on opening
percent, Bemanke said.
A growing number of econo- absolutely want to do things to up small-business lending. seen
mists think the jobless rate will help them," Romer said Sunday as critical to cities' growth.
hit 10 percent by the end of this morning. speaking broadly on While the SBA typically guarthe outline of the plan. 'There antees $20 billion in loans annuyear.
Asked about the biggest are already a lot of things to ally, new lending this year is on
potential
dangers
now, help them in the recovery pack- track to fall below $10 billion.
Bernanke suggested a lack of
"political will" to solve the
financial crisis.
He said, though, that the
United States has averted the
NOW IS THE TIME FOR STOCKING!
risk of plunging into a depres'Channel Catfish 'Largemouth Bass 'Rectear 'Bluegill (Bream;
sion.
'Minnows 'Black Crappie (if Avail.
"I think we've gotten past
that," he said.
Southern States in Murray, KY
It's rare for a sitting Fed chic t
Friday, March 27 from 4-5 p.m.
to grant an interview, whether
Tr, P 1 :1 ,7P Ar OHF,r Call 1.800-247-2 1 F.
for broadcast or print. Bernanke
said he chose to do so becausc
it's an "extraordinary time."
CASH, ARKANSAS 72421 • www.tarleysfishfarm.com

Mrs. /Amy Grace Tharp
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Where does Obama

stand on earmarks?
By ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
proposing only modest changes
in how lawmakers finance their
pet projects, President Barack
Obama tossed aside a golden
opportunity to work with Sen.
John McCain. Instead, the president stood foursquare with his
Democratic allies, the people
he needs most to advance his
ambitious agenda.
McCain is the top sponsor
of a proposal to give the president more power to cut spending from bills project by project, a kind of line-item veto
lite called "expedited rescission" that's been around since
jhe early 1990s. But when it
game to discussing how to deal
with so-called earmarks on
Wednesday. Obama had nothing to say about McCain's idea.
Little wonder. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid
don't like it. And a fleeting
alliance with McCain isn't as
important as good relations with
those who regulate the flow
of legislation in Congress.
°Willa's budget director said
Obama would probably support legislation introduced by
McCain, R-Ariz., Sen. Russ
Feingold. D-Wis.. and Rep.
Paul Ryan, R-Wis., to award
Obama the beefed-up rescission powers.
"The president during his
'campaign spoke about a lineitem veto that would need to
be done in a constitutionally
valid way," said White House
budget chief Peter Orszag.
"Enhanced rescission powers
are also a possibility."
Asked about the idea last
month, White House press secretary Robert Gibbs said Obama
would "love to take that for a
test drive."
Obama won't get that chance.
(last)Wednesday, during a meeting in which Obaina's earmark
proposal was finalized, the president sided with the old-school
Democrats. They view expedited rescissions — both the
House and Senate would vote
on whether to accept a recommended list of cuts shortly

after receiving it — as an intrusion into the prerogatives of
Congress.
The White House has signaled that Obama will use the
existing rescissions process to
identify waste in the just-enacted omnibus bill and send it to
Congress. But Democratic leaders could ignore the missive;
under McCain's legislation a
vote would be guaranteed.
McCain's idea is a far weaker anti-spending tool than the
line-item veto that congressional Republicans gave President
Bill Clinton in the mid-1990s.
That version required two-thirds
votes in both the House and
Senate to overturn vetoes. The
Supreme Court declared it
unconstitutional in 1998.
McCain's bill was on an
options list and was discussed,
said a Democratic House leadership aide, who demanded
anonymity to speak candidly
about the private negotiations.
House Majority Leader Steny
Hoyer, D-Md., scoffed at the
idea that Obama should have
sided with McCain.
-Stand in lockstep with all
the (Republicans) who've been
so supportive of him over the
past month and a half," Hoyer
said. "That's a heck of a strategy!"
Indeed. McCain issued a
statement (last week) blasting
Obama's proposed reforms as
thin gruel.
"We will continue to do
business as usual in Washington
regarding
earmarks,"
McCain said. "The president
could have resolved this issue
in one statement — no more
unauthorized pork-barrel projects — and pledged to use his
veto pen to stop them. This is
an opportunity missed."
In his comments on earmarks. Obama sounded more
like a defender of earmarks
than a critic.
"Done right, earmarks have
given legislators the opportunity to direct federal money
to worthy projects that benefit
people in their districts, and
that's why I've opposed their
outright elimination," he said.
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Legislative session coming to a close
The
interim test
will
include
some
norm-referenced
testing—
similar to
many college
entrance
Legislative
exam
Update
tests—and
current By Rep. Mervin
Henley
core conD-Murray
tent testing
in math,
reading and science with assessment in social studies added
to the mix. It will also requite
K-12 and postsecondary schools
to align their content so that
high remediation rates can be
reduced at Kentucky's colleges
and universities. SB I passed
the House 93-0 and now goes
to the governor.
Maintaining roads and beefing up other state programs
are important, and need legislative attention. But other
issues of the day also had our
attention in the waning session
hours, including final passage
of a bill to better supervise
payday lending in the Commonwealth.
HB 444 will require that a
state database be created by
July 2010 for lenders to search
for any outstanding loans a
customer might have. It will
also allow penalties for businesses that violate the twoloan/S500 or less per-customer
loan limit now on the books,
and prohibit new payday loan
stores from opening over the
next 10 years. HB 444 now
goes to the governor for his
signature.
Schools that missed from a

few days to a few weeks of
classes due to 2009 winter
storms and Hurricane Ike last
fall also received help this session from HR 322, which will
allow school districts to ask
the state to waive up to 10
"disaster days" once all makeup days are used. I am afraid
that the final contents of this
bill, after amendments and committee substitutes, will be of
little benefit to Calloway County and Murray City schools.
It does allow schools to extend
the instructional day by 30
minutes to prepare for statewide
testing, and lengthen school
days to make up any days
missed due to bad weather. HB
322 is also headed to the governor's desk.
Also on its way to the governor is Senate Bill 4, which
will allow drug addicts and other
felony drug offenders to avoid
incarceration by successfully
completing drug treatment.
SB 4 will require that local
jails screen felony drug offenders at booking to determine what
treatment, if any, is needed. A
judge could order outpatient or
some other form of treatment
at the person's preliminary hearing, or allow more serious
offenders to voluntarily enter
a secure treatment facility for
at least 90 days, with a total
of 18 months to 2 years supervisionThose whose treatment is
successful could eventually
have their drug charges dismissed. The bill will also ensure
due process for offenders,
among other provisions. With
the session's "concurrence
days" Thursday and Friday
behind us. there are only two
days left in this 30-day session to finish the people's work.

To the Editor,
The overpaid CEOs are stealing us blind. We are bailing
out a broken economy and the
men who broke it are being
rewarded with billion dollar
in South Africa such as Taung.
To the Editor:
bonuses with our money and
1 recently read Tom Berry's Other specimens found around
our children's future. We are
paying those billion dollar article entitled "A tale of apes the world are categorized in
bonuses to the greedy, inept, and men" and was deeply the genus Homo (erectus) and
and crooked people who have appalled. I am assuming that further substantiate the extenwrecked the economy and now Mr. Berry's background is in sive hominid fossil record. As
look to the $800 billion dol- journalism, where as mine is far as the tools mentioned from
lar stimulus plan to enrich in biology. I found the central Gona, they are known as
themselves. Instead of a bonus message and several "facts- in "Oldowan tools" and very simand a vacation in a psh resort, his article to be absolutely false plistic. This argument holds no
the thieves ought to dangle at and unsubstantiated. I'd like to water either, since we also see
the end of a rope in the town point out several of the falla- tool use in the extant great
square. Or from a gibbet erect- cies.
apes. Mr. Berry also wrote
ed beside the Lincoln statue
It was stated that Australo- "the fossil record clearly docbeing set up to deify that man pithecines (meaning "southern uments that man has always
who is reputed to have walked ape") have been found in Africa, been man and ape has always
10 miles in the snow to restore Southeast Asia and Australia been ape" which, clearly, is
a customer's overpayment in which is not true. In fact the wrong based on the wonderful
his country store.
group has only been found in fossil record and tools of modHenry Buchanan
Africa. in the Afar region of ern genetic analysis. DNA does310 Graham Road
Ethiopia and several locations n't lie.
Murray. Kentucky.

In a world where Malaria
takes over a million lives a
year(mainly children)as a result
of constantly evolving drug
resistance (which is natural
selection), I think it is crucial
to have a proper understanding of how nature works in
an effort to fight these and
other diseases and for the sake
of having a more complete and
correct view of the living world.
Using the term "religious evolutionist" is the final fallacy
because evolution is not something that needs belief: it doesn't require faith, as it is supported by evidence.
Recommended reading for
laypersons: "Before the Dawn:
Recovering the Lost History
of our Ancestors" by Nicholas
Wade.
Respectfully,
John B. Hewlett
Murray, KY

The Legislature took care
of a half-billion dollar General Fund budget crisis in the
first weeks of this winter's session. Now,as the session comes
to a close, another part of the
state budget hard-hit by the
recession—the state road plan—
has been worked out between
the House and Senate.
The $3.7 billion road plan
package agreed to by both
chambers will preserve $126
million in annual road fund
revenue, and add $400 million
in bond funding - along with
expected federal stimulus-package road money of around $441
million-- for needed transportation projects across the Commonwealth. It will also include
all road projects in House Bill
433 that were omitted from
earlier legislation.
The road fund package will
also freeze the current state
gas tax at 22.5 cents, giving
the state four-pennies-a-gallon
more than it would otherwise
collect after the tax is scheduled to drop April 1 to pay
debt service on road bonds and
provide millions of dollars for
local road projects. Two pennies of the four cents go to
County and City road and street
funds. Without this freeze.
Murray and Calloway County
would have been strapped to
have any paving money for
the coming summer. It was
not enough to vote for the road
plan without also voting for
the funding bill. Nothing in
the road plan would have been
implemented for a minimum
of three years. Thus the finishing of KY 80 and the beginning of the bridges over the
lakes would have been put off
indefinitely. Each of those pennies is estimated to be worth
$32 million in revenue.

Projects in the 2008-2010
state road plan were included
in HB 330. which the House
gave final passage to on Friday by a vote of 87-3. The
biennial road plan now goes
to the governor for his signature.
Roads also had the attention of the House last Monday when the body passed a
measure creating a state transportation infrastructure authority to finance so-called "megaprojects" worth at least half a
billion dollars.
The state authority created
under HB 102 could finance
some $12 billion in projects—
including, but not limited to,
the $3 billion Louisville bridges
project, 1-69 Henderson bridge
project and Brent Spence Bridge
project in Northern Kentucky—
with bonds or tolls instead of
relying on the state road fund
for money. Local input on the
mega-projects would come from
local infrastructure authorities
that could be created under the
bill to propose and help manage the projects. The measure
passed the House by a vote
of 67-23 and is now in a House
and Senate conference committee that will try to agree
on changes each house has made
to the bill.
The House did give final
passage last Friday to SB I.
a major reform bill that will
change the state's school
accountability testing system.
Lawmakers agreed that they
wanted to do away with the
cumbersome CATS (Commonwealth Accountability Testing
System) test and, in the final
hours of the day Friday. agreed
on a way to assess schools
over the next two years while
a new state test is being devised.
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Alumni & Associates of Calloway
County Schools will meet

to distribute cash to
writers at reception Thursday

WKMS

The Alumni & Associates of Calloway
County Schools will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m.
at PagliaLs. Items on the agenda include
reviewing the scholarship process and setting
up a selection committer for the 2009 scholarship.
All members are encouraged to attend.
For more information call Laura Lee
Winchester at 227-3441.

lois
Datebook

Geology Unit 2 will meet

4-H Geology Unit 2 will meet Tuesday from
By Jo Burkeen 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. for the remainder of Geology
Community
2 Short Course at the Extension office. All interEditor
ested youth are encouraged to attend. To sign p
call 753-1452.

Pleasure Cookers will meet
Pleasure Cookers Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Extension office. "Easter - Bring a Bite To share" will be
theme. For information call Judi Little at 436-5132.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. The program will feature a
Murray State Jazz Band directed by Todd Hill. Hostesses will be
Joanne Cavitt, Virginia Randolph, Linda Scott and Oneida White.

Two WOW lodges will meet
Woodmen of the World Hazel Lodge 138 and Kirksey Lodge 170
will have a joint meeting on Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Harmon Hall,
Murray. A potluck meal with meat and drinks furnished and those
attending bringing a salad and dessert will be served. Each lodge
will have a separate meeting after the meal.

Senior Citizens plan event
South Marshall Senior Citizens will have a country ham breakfast for $4 each on Tuesday from 6 to 9 a.m. at the center at Hardin.

Parks taking registrations
Murray-Calloway County Parks will accept youth baseball and
softball registration at the parks' office through Tuesday. March 31.
Hours will be from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, and
Saturdays from 10 a.m to 2 p.m. Ages are 4 to 17 with a new boys
baseball league for 15-17 years of age for this year. Registration
forms are downloadable via their website at www.murrayparks.org.
For more information call the parks office at 762-0325.

e-mail: jcburkfteatlimarrayledgermtlf

Photo provided
NEW MEMBERS: Murray Rotary Club welcomed three new
members at a recent lunch meeting at Pagliai's Restaurant
who are: Chase Wallace, loan officer for CFSB Bank; Lisa
Clinton, VP Regions Bank; and Clayton Chapman, director of
rehabilitation at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Each
spoke to the Rotary members about their background.

Three individuals and two
middle school classes are
receiving cash awards at a public reception on Thursday in
recognition of essays they wrote
on the topic, This I Believe, during the six-month project
involving public radio station
Life
WKMS,
Paducah
Magazine. and This I Believe.
Inc. of Louisville.
The recipients of the cash
awards include Stanley Harrell
of Cadiz. and Gregory Waldrop
and Anne Waldrop, both of
Paducah, as well as students of
teachers Lynn Melton and
Meredith Miller of Calloway
Middle School and students of
Jeannie Miller of Paducah
Middle School.
WKMS and Paducah Life
Magazine are partnenng with
Maiden Alley Cinema in
Paducah in hosting the reception
honoring the cash recipients at
5:30 p.m. on Thursday at
Maiden Alley Cinema, just off
Broadway near the Riverfront in
downtown Paducah.
The reception offers the

Local fraternity excels academically
As competition for excellence continues to flare between
student organizations, Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity of Murray
State continues to raise the bar.
As the largest fraternity on
campus, claiming 80 brothers,
Sigma Phi Epsilon had the high-

est fraternal GPA on campus
with their 3.24 in the Spring '08
semester. As the 2008 Murray
State
University
Student
Organization of the Year. SigEp
is proud to announce theirrecent
recognition in their national
publication, The Journal.

In the Spring 2008 semester.
Murray State's Sigma Phi
Epsilon was ranked first in the
nation in exceeding the all-campus average GPA. Sigma Phi
Epsilon is the largest national
fraternity with over 260 different c . .ters across the United

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, 111 North Fifth St. Weigh-in will
.be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Jot= at 2274625.

TOPS meeting on lUesday
•

opportunity to read essays, to
enjoy light refreshments, and to
speak extemporaneously on the
topic. This I Believe. during an
open mit: session which will be
recorded. Each speaker should
prepare notes for about 4 minutes of' performance.
Following the reception,
Maiden Alley Cinema screens
the film "Garrison Keillor —
Man on the Radio in the Red
Shoes' at 7 p.m. The WKMS /
Paducah Life Magazine This I
Believe Project drew submissions from nearly 100 writers.
The project judge. Dr. Cynthia
Gayman of Murray State
University's Department of
English and Philosophy, selected writers. Cash awards were
made possible by Darlene
Mazzone, publisher of Paducah
Life magazine in which several
of the essays were published.
Dr. Gayman's criteria included:
originality of thought, quality of
writing, and authenticity.
For further information. call
WKMS at 800-599-4737 or see
more at www.wkms.org.

Murray Chapter of TOPS 4l6 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

Bingo planned 'Iliesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
'KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles(SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex
of the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
'489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.
•

States.
The Murray State chapter
held a 3.24 GPA while the ACA
at Murray State University was
a 2.65 in the Spring of 2008.
The .59 margin above the all
campus average was an outstanding achievement. The
domination of over 200 other
Sigma Phi Epsilon chapters
across the nation did not go
unnoticed by Murray State's
Administration.
Dr. Randy Dunn, president of
Murray State University, is a big
supporter of all that Sigma Phi
Epsilon does for the campus.
believes,
President
Dunn
"Sigma Phi Epsilon is a positive
force on the Murray State
University campus in academics, philanthropy and involvement. Their national recognition
and outstanding efforts place
them at the head of the pack acedemically, outperforming many
of their peers. The Murray State
Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon is
indeed a point of pride for our
University."

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Photo provided
Pictured are members of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at Murray State University.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAIPPENIIIIIS

Hospital retirees will meet

by Anorta Peeler

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
'Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple, Murray.
For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Lodge No. 105 will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge on Ky. 121
North, Murray. A potluck meal will be served at 6:30 p.m.

CAGLE& BAILEY r
ADULT HEALTH

L

welcomes

Narcotics group will meet

Ginger Leavell, NP

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Providing Services For:

Lupus Support Group to meet
Murray Area Lupus Support Group will meet tonight(Monday)
at 6 p.m. in the private dining room next to cafeteria of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This is open to all interested persons.
For information call Michele R. Mitchell at 210-9247 oi
lupusky@hotmail.com.

• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Health Promotion and Illness and Disease Prevention
• Weight Management Program
• Physicals including DOT,Sports, Employment,
and Routine School Physicals
• Male and Female Yearly Exams

Jackson's exhibit at Art Guild
Local Artist Tom Jackson is exhibiting his work in the Murray
Art Guild's Gallery, located at 500 North 4th St., Murray. The show
features Jackson's portrait work in pastel and charcoal. The gallery
is open Tuesday-Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. For additional information, contact the guild at 7534059 or e-mail murrayartguild.org.

- Same friendly staff to meet your needs -

Ladles of the Oaks
at 759-3484.
Winners of Bridge play on
March 11 were ShirleyWade,
first place, and JoAnne Auer,
second place. according to
Melonie Lowe, hostess.

Ladies Bridge will be played
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Oaks Country Club. Cynthia
Darnell will be hostess.
Members are asked to make
- reservations by calling Darnell

eagle & Bailey

i

Expanded Hours
Coming Soon!

Adult Health

•

To schedule
appointments call:

753-4616

L_, __Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South 8th St.• Murray, KY

Debbie', Bible study class is
now beginning each class with a
new song — Jesus Loves Me
(senior version). Debbie says that
they sing "really loud.- The residents are really enjoying singing
this new version. One verse is
"Jesus loves me this I know
though my hair is white as snow,
though my sight is growing dim,
still he bih me trust in Him."
Charlie Betts is celebrating a
birthday this week. Happy
Birthday Charlie, and many
more!
Donna and Jenise took a group
to hear the U.S. Air Force
Academy Band at Loveu
Auditonum on Sunday. It was a
great concert and enjoyed by
everyone.
Donna spent Friday afternoon
(the 13thl playing superstitious
games with us. I think we all
learned more about Fnday the
13th and other superstitions that
we have.
It was a nice day for a drive so
Ethel loaded up the van Friday
and took several for a ntie to
Paducah. We're ready for the
weather to stay pretty and warm
so we can go on a picnic and sir
on our front porch in our new
rockers Hopefully, spring is just
around the corner.
_Nothing else looks orfeels like
home bite we come close
54 Lttertleck Rd. • Murray, Ay
Phone 2701 75Q-11700 • I-688-231-5014
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1938-2009
We would lice to thank each
and everyone that came to the
hospital to visit Momma and for
the prayers that have been said
for her and our family. We want

753-1752
_
Nlitrras. f&N
I 0, 1:k Hsi \II N I

'Os

to say

thank you for the flowers,
cards and the money to the cemetery funds during our time of
loss. Our family has suffered two
great losses and we've had lots of
challenges in less than 10 months
and the kindness and love that
has been shown to Momma,Gary

will never

and to our family
forgotten.

be

March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall
Historic Hazel. KY
Special Savings up to 75% off!
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR
Ill

Saturday Feb_ 28th through the end t,t- March'

We would also like to thank the
CCU nurses and Imes-Miller
Funeral Home for all the lovc and
care that was shown to our

QpiaMim_This Special Sak.
For more info, and to sign up for special
draw:rigs go to hitp://charliesantiquemall.com

Momma and to us. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.

'Next Generation's
DfiligiC DJ's• Wftddlnp• • Private Parties
•Song Requests Wislconsa
• Mixed music from all genrea
• Soon to be hosting Maracas*
• Parfbrrning at the Nag
Friday Nights at Opm

Brandon 270348-4413
020
Notice
THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reilabie,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
occur.
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities

In us
out on the
Web!
•

"-into
Savings!

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immeurate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly Call 762-9900

Green Vegas Farms LLC Greenheld TN. now String
6 temporary farmworkers to work in Weakey County
from 4'202009-1015.2009 Hourly wage of $829
Perform manual labor to prepare fields plant cultivate
and harvest okra and squash Lay drip tap and hook
up dnp Use hand tools such as hoes Clean, pack
and load harvested products As a minor actrvey operate and maintain larm vehicles and equipment
Prolonged bending .eaching and liftmg Work is outside in inclement weather Three quarters at an average of 40 hrs wk guaranteed Tools. supplies and
equipment provided at no cost Housing provided at
no cost it outside commuting area If applicable.
transportation and subsistence expense to the lob will
be paid upon completion of 50°. of the employment
penod. or earlier Report lo your nearest KY
Workforce Agency office and refer to Job Order
0TN2752760 for referral to the employer

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-20-09 TO 01-01-10 K1'000375177 ie. OPENINGS)
HEATH SHELTON HAZEL. KY
04-20-09 to 01-07-10 KY*0374768 110 OPENINGS)
JOH1-iNv SMITH FARMS KiRKSEY KY
04-16-09 TO 12-24-09 4tY/0375158 (7 OPENINGS)
JIMMY DALE JOHNSON MURRAY KY
04-20-09 TO 01-20-10 K10,0376214 112 CPENiNGSr
CARRAWAY TOBACCO MURRAY KY
04-22-09 TO 12-10-09 KYA03748.21 (7 OPENINGS)
EDDIE WARD FARMS HAZEL. KY
04-15-09 TO 12-15-09 KV00374624 16 OPENINGS)
DAVID FE AGIN MURRAY KY
04-25-09 TO 12-20-09 KY00374902(7 OPENINGS)
JONES KEY ASSOCIATION MURRAY KY
04-15-09 TO 11-20-09 K1'10374066 (7 OPENINGS)
FPS FARMS HAZEL. KY
04-20-09 TO 12-20-09 KY/0374067 48 OPENINGS)
KD1AiLD FARMS MURP.AY KY
Laborer Nursery
Tobacco,farm
Laborer
wage
S7 25/58 29 Hr 14 contract hours guaranteed all
tools and equip al no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting al no cost Transportation

e

subscribe to the

ers

LETGAER&TiMES
19vn,ea, xycr,-

Rest of

Ruyloamer

.-$70.30

3 no..
1 y

$120.00

e
I Check

Local Mail

3 mo.
-$110.06

1 yr.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo..---.475.00
.$96.00
6 mo.
1

Money Order

Visa

I St. Address
I
City
I '
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
s,

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A, $135 on
Part 13 Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890•8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*
o - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETMVE RATES
Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

Available positions: Night
Maintenance. Overnight, Warehouse,
Day Set Up.To apply visit the hiring
kiosk inside Walmart or visit our web

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

270-753-24 I I

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
ferry INaa,,,kart'a

hrnoy

CAMP SEPTIC
CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KY

753-9224
NICK MCCLURE
IS STILL OWNER
Awwwwcss

BUYING old U.S Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th,
Murray.

1 BR apt, various lacations, Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

LARGE
SELECTION
USEI5 APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605E Seuth

1 OR 2br ants near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

12th S.

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton now has a fullhousekeeping
time
position. Must be able
to work days, afternoons and weekends.
Appls; in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY No phone
calls please E0E/AAE

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Cat1,4ay Cc l'•opane Gas
Marray nas an ocerrig
lor a local popane Oelrve-y
0001 lark
000PoCk
setunvaller Mus. nave 4
COL Har4elat• Tanker
Excellent pay great sear
Ms Please call 753-7485
or loll free for Warren at
-800 874-4427 exi 142 or
ernaPI tern at.
manyvyck 40 upgas con,

Ford
PURCHASE
Lincoln Mercury seeking Service Advisor
(experience desired,
but will train). Excellent
salary potential and
benefits Please fax
resume to 270-247Attention
3246.
Wendell
Guge to
schedule an interview

cost

CUSTOM made King
fou
bedding
with
matching
valances,
area rugs & bath
accessories. 753-5490

DISCLAIMER 1
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classified,
webpage at
murray ledger corn.
coil will be redirected
to itsbnetwoik.com
By default.
Murray and local lob
listings will appear tm
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the tobnetwork coin
Ore placed through
the Murray Ledge'
& lime, Please call
ux it you hose any
question...legal-ding
the Murray area
Job listing, Thank cou
PART time LPN needed for busy medical
office Send resume ve
3 references to 2957
US HWY 641 North,
Murray, KY 42071
PART time position for
Medical
Office
Experience preferred
Please send resume w.
3 references to 2957
US HWY 641 North
Murray, KY 42071
090
IN:ass* I Chadors

L

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH.?
Hours • Monthly Pay
- . Taking Applications for
County Rot*? Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129
HOUSE & Office
cleaning References
293-1635
If you would like a
weekly house clean
ing.references are
available, please call
me (270)767-1636,
227-8384
120
Cowart

M/C

Name

I

Does Thur. Policy Pay 100q of
,he Deductibles,

applications for remodel assoc;ates.

MAG.

Using lob order numbers above voth a copy at this
advertisement Subect to random drug test at employ-

Rome Delivery
3sa..--..$30.00
$414.00
6 no.
-$105.00
1 yr.

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

AGRICULTURE

e

e
e

Lou V. MeGary

site at walmart.com/apply.

and subsistence pay. after 50°r. of contract completed
da.:, 0 6u.k.ile Apply for this job at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in this state

e
e

INSURANCE

Walmart is currently accepting

r-iit 4K11!

e

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's
We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
perr time positions are
available.
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

LIIUSINESS & SERV!CE DIRECTORY

Holp Wynn

.1,

e

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN This is a
part-time dayshiff position for Tuesday.
Wednesday and
Thursdays Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

060

The Family of Betty Ahart

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

VISA

Must hot* own automobile, good driving
record Odd vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The MLITT/Ledger & Times
iocit Whitneii Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140

Arndt*
For Sob
10.X 16' storage shed
$2,500 OBO
436-5084
2 John Deere riding
16x80
mowers
Sunshine
mobile
home. 436-2362.
*2003 Club car Elec
golf cart. looks & runs
$2.000/firm.
great'
.2002 Swisher "Ranch
King- 60' cut, pull type
lawn mower, 13 horse
start
elec
$750.00/oto. •1994
Pontiac Grand Prix
3.1V-6. runs great, new
tires. 580000
293-7109.
RIFLES FOR SALE
*Savage 300 WSM
*Rem 30-06 Semi
Auto
•Savage 17 WAR
Target
•Rem 700 Bolt
•12 gauge single barrell shot gun
Call 227-6237
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned ana operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Electronics. Inc . corner of 8th and Arcadia
www murrayelectronicsinc com
(270)753-7567
cleaners.
VACUUM
bags. bets A hoses
Jerry Sporting Goods
Mayfield. KY.

Want to Buy
I ;lying instils
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

SOnWthing

MAPLE table & chairs
$150.00, Microwave
$35.00. T.V. $50.00.
Couch $75.00, Desk
$30 00, Bedroom suite
$200.00. 753-6080
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

HEAVY gauge horse
stalls.
feeders.
2
fencers $500 262-4904692.
JD HI-Cycle sprayers
600. 6.000, 6.500 from
54,500.
Parts
&
Service 502-550-4080
200
Scoots Equipment

Motorcyle
helmets,
ackets, boots, saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods Mayfield KY

1, 2, 3BR homes
FSBO
Possible
finance
Set-up in
Murray Bill 978-7656
2-3BR homes Mil
consider trade- motorcycle,
automobile,
camper. Bill-(270)9787656
REDUCED
160Fleetwood
9
incudnjgarbageds
metlsoragebu.ng.
2BR, 2BA all-appliances
posal covered porch.
carport Located Fox
Meadows
731-247-3046

3BR $27500.
75360t2
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866

for free?
Vi

e sill nut it one
for free.

753-191i,

1

Apartments For Run
2BR. patio, no pets
$355/mo 293-6070

1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
2 BR, 2 BA. no pets.
406 Elambi Ct North.
270-841-5653.
270-376-274.
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets.
$290/mo. 767-9037
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, stove
refrigerator, air conditioner furnished. No
pets. $325.00/mo,
434-4114
2BR townhome 1 5BA.
W/D. 2-car garage.
$695 rent,
$500
deposit, first month
free,
1 -year lease, no pets
293 3904
1401
Diuguid Dr
3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances,
water, sewer, trash.
electric included
$550/mo
12701492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/1-1/A. WAD.
$600- 2 people, $675
3 people, water,
sewage & trash fur
nished, no pets
(270)293-3710
LIKE new, 1BR apt, a
appliances.
170
Brooklyn Dr. 270-559
9080 or leave message
2
a
B
n:s: olepexre
NICELY
remodeled
tfm
suro4ndils4hd
N
duplex,
including all appii
8th
489-274'
$375/month
SMALL 1 BR upstae
apt
Non-smokin,.
Water paid $265 p
,
month No pets Or
person only 753-5981

I imes

CLASSIFIEDS

Murras Ledger & limes

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguiti
e • Murray K1 42117 1
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

(AA) Government Funds available
30
for 1st time buyers who own land [ Services Mond
or have family iand!
Zero down, easy financing!
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 443-6737
(270i 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

One and laii Bedrikini Apaninent.
Central Heat and Air
Atcepting Application.

ASHCRAFT

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

LAKE LOT
SALE
(Closeout
Section 2)
2+ AC
30,200
Free Covered

Repair
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7524916

Slips'

www.murraykyapartrnents.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Was $54.900
Gorgeous park-like
setting wi private
access to spectacular
Kentucky Lake! On
quiet rd
U/g utils
Excellent
financing.
Cail now 1-800-7043154,
x.2231.
KY
Land
Partners, LLC

apartments For Rent
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmea
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator.
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1/2 off. Call
270-348-0458.

24/7 Self Storage
121N Across From
National Guard Armory

2 BR, 1 BA 2 ca
garage large yard
partially fenced $550
plus
security
and
lease 978-7441

or Rent

2 BR, appliances, w/d
hook-up, air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard. $525/mo.
South 9th St.
270-767-0615

ous loa
'an RE
k days

2 BR, very race
Coleman RE.
753-9898

Is, near
Murray.
deposit
1109

3BR. IBA, bnck ranch,
newly remodeled. 303
Woodlawn. $675/mo
plus security.
270-474-2520

artments
at locaease, 1
no pets

3BR, 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St
S500 month, no pets
293-3710

kr MSU
s days

4BR, 2BA. well water,
C/H/A, $800/month 68 moles out of town.
270-559-3557

no pets
t North.

ally furutilities
pets,
9037

ce.
ces fur; loca1 RE
stove
condied No

TO
1 SBA,
garage

no pets.
1401

;oleman

ill appli-

in free
in RE

te bedes.
:ash,
d.

Dl,
td, or
, W&D.
$675r,
)fur-

I apt, all
1707
70-559e mes-

nodeled
imished
appli414 N
9-2741.

upstairs
moking,
265 per
ts One
3-5980

9-

1111
CaYMISeicti Prop. For Rent
1500 sq. ft. Store
frontage, 1701 121N
bypass, $750 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5:00.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
390
Livestodc & Supplies
HAY for sale. Hybnd
Bermuda grass (horse
quality) square bale
$5.50 each, Mixed
Grass rolls $40leach
270-293-3805

L

Afl sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station
9 759-

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Ni
DPIMK'STORM.'
illIN01,11.1.4m4e1 \fort
(on
(44
fISA. y.
• - • --

Murtat t edger Sa Time. Fur
Hout.ing Act %once
All Ii-al ,fdlf ad,ert.ed heroin
..uhpeet to the Federal Fair
mm.mn, Ad, whxh make, it
ro aJseitn.e ant rffief -

1270i 436-2524
12701293-6906

3BR, 2 Bath ranch, 20
acres fenced, large
barn. 4-horse stalls. 6garages. Paris, Tenn,
private
$229,900
lease wiciption. Call
Tom Moody
1-800-642-5093
MURRAY Estates, 3
BR. 2.5 BA,
immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre
lot Low 200's.
7 67-2246
NEW 2100sqft. brick
home. Hill top view. 1/2
mile to Murray. Must
see
$144,000. By
owoer. 519-8570

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in &they-field
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
sty
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HONE
7011104F.COM

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
'mounted

Call 753-5606

,011tdh0f1 Of dltillfflifh,

•

t.n race color. relt•
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make an, tuckprefer.
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Used Cars

In, tort.,1Je.nmination
.11,
• • .ale rental on ad,Offl•ifig
ml m,talt• ba•cd on factor. in

thotte prof.,ted
• • ,okieral law
kno.Ingh

.1.AV JON

tor real mtate
t‘ not in c xtlation tit the la. All

.1. .,11,1flif.

hi-

IffOrMOd

dts ening. acts t•rt,,,,1 are
a‘ailable on an AfUldt
flits hat.,
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FOf further .P.O441T1Cf witil I Mr
Ibtusing Ad,ertit.ing require-

ment., ,ontat NAA l,tunNel
Renc %lam. tlitthAtAldett

1999 Ford Taurus.
58.000 miles. new
tires, brakes, runs perfect. $3,500
(260)437-7946
99 Lincoln Town Car, 1
owner, low mileage
loaded 753-7699,
293-2152.

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

'7(053- 79415
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
• on., itI:I 5. & Glendale
110(10 $25 10115 $O

full-basement 4-5BR,
3BA with detatched
garage on 5-acres
3yrs old 3mi. north of
Lynn-Grove on 1836.
$265,000. 435-4662

USED TIRES

per,,n, aft

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

3.000scitt home with

Auto Pens

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753-7668

Public Ss*

CHAVIS REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION
• • =,r

ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N 3BR,
IBA Wel. with 32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
pets. Lease $600
month 270-753-1718.

$500
month

101114est
Self Stara a

**OWNER
Financing** No
Credit Check
3BR. IBA, hardwood
floors, 223 East Main
Puryear. Tenn. $1,000
down. $395.00-monthly Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222

•'
- largeleiven lot in
eutittilestabiOrid,
..teighborhispid-,Last.
re ion Ouille-Se

1995 Freightliner, 430470 Detroit -60series. 10 speed
Eaton, Can be seen at
East Valley Diesdel
Repair Call Paul
(270)767-1773

75941017
2934144

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

mks..

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whiffle!! Ave.

753-3853

07 Laredo by Keystone
29tt . 5th wheel. trave
!railer 492-8790 afte
5pm
Services Offered

UM
•
14441/"N SERVICE
t9089919881141

WV* ,m_allitaw
753-1816
519-8570 Simr,
Handyman &
Carpentry Service
Oven 20 years Tree
service also Cali Don
Murray area

Home

Hill Electric
Since 1956
24 moue mama
Res,. Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
Junk & tree work

NIFINMANINE
•no
• tn444Cing A ,t1.1.44e

227-2cS17
474-0

Monday. March 16, 20)9 • 7

rii
DAVIS Handywork's
Roofing, small nome
repairs
garages,
decks, siding, windows doors & home
building to suit No lob
too small
(270)227-9184

windows

roofing 8

repair Mooring- hardwood & tile interior
trim work Reasonable
rates Insured 293
1132 Dwayne Ashcraft

remodeling,repair
storm cleanup. etc
293-5438

DSylit-PAJNTIr
Stieelrok Rep,
tRe'sidertital &
Commercial
F'reti Estimates
Licensed Alt wed
Hied

1SI'll %LI

BrosI.•rafo. 0411r•lffilflf

repairs, painting, etc
(270)382-2055
(270)705-8250

ELECTRICIAN

1

.'" Scult.ri.1i

-,t•Lo4-I• 227-564,1
-GALL(111‘1
SER% Ilf
%brit Whitt
amount shrubs.
PkotaalIferleir141Met.

7smatz- ( eV-227672f •
(270) 227-9212

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
4119-28311

•Sheetrock
-Decks
No lob too small
227-9641

MISC. work- plumbing.
painting, electric, etc
227-6535.

HOME & Lawn
Mowing leaf mulch,
gutter cleaning

Nt"1..0 tit!.
I 1:1,11:1.11, c/
1
4 ..N.14i I Wciirk.:

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

'Free estimates
'Guarantee 100% customer satisfaction

COWBOY-UP
ROOFING
Shingle Work Melai
& Rubber Roofing
F.fly Insured
Free Estimates
(270) 782-2387
(270) 705-5977

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal

)OE'S JOBS

Construction
Remodeling or Just
A Switch Carpentry
& General Repair
Licensed & Insured
Keith 205-6128

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Sagging floors
-Root Leaks

ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes *Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches *Garages
-Sagging
*Rotten
Floors *Termite
Damage -Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

t

-(270) 228-0505

41)-0501

AURORA TREE COMPANY--For all your tree
care needs:
trim
and
'Cut.
removal
•Debris removal.
•New planting and
care.
'Residential and commercial.
•(270) 703-9523.
Benton,KY
Licensed and insured.

rsice, !nt
oldIllrifore sag:.

• .x,r t Iy,
HA/x,
plumbing, mild electrical Own transportation
and tools Call Nelson
at /52-0201

DNJ
HANDYMAN
Painting.decks.

Replacement doors &

I laissillon1Granite
Alt Marble
33111-4114. 11111 121N
753-8087

HAI

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &

trimming & repairs
Free estimates
262-490-4692.
270-759-4116

MOWING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county. Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc.
available. Call Steve
767-9178.
-*"inn

e_t

repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained 436-2228

Ron Frame Jr.
Res- 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No tob is complete until castomer is ,ahsfied

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Experience
Pool Tables Bought Sad
Serviced and Moved

731-819-4655

Cluallty Tr Sendge.
v've H .1e1,1
-,',ti Ii
and rake
Free estimates
Tim Becker

(270)978-0808
(270)382-2028

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so.
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Have an out when making
plans. You could feel tired or burdened. Nevertheless, friends or
a meeting inspires you to do otherwise. Give yourself space. Be
willing to look at a problem differently. Drop the rose-colored
glasses. Tonight: Welcome a different invitation
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You cannot call all the
shots, as you discover. Rather
than have an uproar, willingly
defer to a key associate or coworker. Express your feelings
more often rather than pent-up
emotions. The end results could
make a difference_ Tonight: Be
Irish with a friend.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others dominate wherever you are -- at home, work,
eating dinner, celebrating. etc. In
that spirit, allow others to run the
show. Give yourself more freedom to move around and do
what you want. Make your plans
ultimately your choice. Tonight
Where people are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** While others celebrate and
become Irish. you easily could
be left holding the bag. Your ability to get past a problem marks
your attitude. At the same time.
that same competency works
against you in situations like
today. Tonight. Head home when
you want to.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You cannot help it
you love a good time Keeping
you in the office or at work could
be close to impossible, especially when a loved one or friends
eggs you on. Once you get started, it could be close to impossible to stop you. A relationship
flourishes. Tonight: Paint the

I hompson ile
Installation

Oulcker, Better,
Cheaper!
• Int & Ed t Painting

Ceramic -Marble
•Hardwood
Licensed & Insured

• Handyman Work
• 30 years exp
(270)293-8688
(270)489-2069

---"TVOODALL
COMPANIES
FlOOFIAG
Licenseek.Ondea

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC
• Bush Hogging
• Land Clearing
• Tractor Work
• Dirt/Gravel Hauling

Insured
Free Estimates
(2701871-0195

(e70)226-9015

AbOrklgo C McCuislon
Roofing Co.

YEAAHRY S
free
Service. Free estn
mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Free
Pallets

Fivie Esilessiss
t270)200-4020
270

270 /'33-6450 •

Loading Dock of
p,,.1

I

m

-Spring Clean-up
*Mowing -Mulching
•Tnmming

Jeremy 2E1-3983

TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns, Garages
Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
12701804-6894

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY FOR
Tuesday, March 17,2009:
You cannot be too precise or
direct this year. Keep talking
and asking questions if you're
uncomfortable with a specific
situation, If you cannot resolve
it. then you might want to move
on. This year, clear out what is
ineffective or dysfunctional.
You are preparing for a new life
and luck cycle. If you are single.
check out a new member on the
scene with care, especially if
you want to become involved. If
you are attached, plan several
retreats together. These weekends prove to be instrumental
for the relationship. SAGITTARIUS encourages you to
lead.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
Persons and compaes mentioned herein
ire believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil.
ay whatsoever for their
activities.

le+ years see
Lioeneed oorameetoe

%%''-, it
\II.\

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

HANDYMAN Service
Storm clean-up. tree

MAR Tres Service
Providing brush pickup & removal, tree cutting, leaf removal etc
293-8119 Don or
748-8732 Jerry
Insured

-Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
-Stump Removal All modern epguipment
-24 hour emergency service -Licensed & Insured

Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come

First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

by 11101110Na MK
town green
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Head home and maybe
throw a spontaneous get-together there. A neighbor could come
by when you least expect it. A
brisk walk or some exercise
renews your energy_ Stay centered when talking to a family
member. Tonight: Close to your
pad.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Conversations perk you
up: however, if you have any
work or errands to do. perhaps
you need to close your door and
screen your calls Fatigue could
hit early, unless you take a
power nap. Listen to a friend's
suggestion. Tonight: Only what
you want.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be careful with how much
money you spend. You could be
overwhelmed by an offer that
might seem generous. but you
wonder if there is another side
yot. have yet to see. Play it close

to the chest and conservatively.
Tonight. Don't spend what you
don't have.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your smile is a sure-bet
winner
Others
naturally
respond, no matter what setting
you find yourself in Keep communication flowing, and know
that you can handle a lot of information_ Remain upbeat Tonight:
You know what to do. though you
have to handle a responsibility
first,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** For whatever reason, you
might want/need to duck out or
cail i° sick. Needing time to yourself might be unusual for you,
but not for others. Be wi;ling to
do for yourself. Deal with your
finances directly and make an
educated decision. Tonight:
Retreat mode.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Meetings. friends and
a get-together all prove positive
Rethink a decision that revolves

around a partner who might rain
on your parade. Also take a hard
look at your finances. What
might not be acceptable for yo .J
is for someone else Tonight:
Where the action is.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take a stand and get
ready to handle pressure Your
way of seeing a situation could
be tested by a partner. You might
feel that you need to do something a certain way. A boss or a
community project takes a lot of
your attention Tonight Could be
late
BORN TODAY
Actor Kurt Russell (1951), musician, singer Nat King Cole
(1919). musician. songwriter
Billy Corgan (1967)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.corn.
(c) 2009 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

„Hear Toillay...S0e TO.40

q

Open Fit Behind the Ear
Reg $/,000 Sale Price $1,395

Save up to

30%
offer Expires
3/31/09

Power Digital Behind the Ear
Reg. $1.600 Sale Price $895

Custom Digital In the Ear
Reg. $1,095 Sale Price $695

4

Free Hearing Test with This Coupon - Offer Expires 3/31/09
All hearing aids sold on a 30 Day Trial Purchase
Professionals Available For You!
(oil featly - 27C-753-8055 or Call Toll Free 1-800-949-5728

STONE LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street - Murgav, KY
-Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"

I• Monday. larch If,. 2009

LookingBack
10 years ago
%Slather West Kenai:Ay Museum at Murray State University
has a new display featuring the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross Published
is a picture of Jean Blankenship, director from 1966-1979;
Peggy Billington. director from
19143-1997,
Volunteer
Nurse
I rances Butte( worth whose 1969
UtIliOlITTI IS part of the display.
Jean Masthey. current director:
and Dr Ruth Cole. member of
hoard of directors and a volunteer since 1944)
Calloway County 641 Water
District Waste Water Improvement
Program Project has received a
$20.01181 planning grant from the
Department for Local Government
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Steve
Myers cleaning the shelves of
fresh fruits from Chile at a local
grocery after warning of cyanide
poisoning was issued by the Federal
Drug
Administration.
Replacement fruit should arrive
'at the stores later this week. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Mark Cooper.
Marshall County Marshals
won 50-38 over Hickman County Falcons for the championship
Of the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament for the
third straight year.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Evans we
married for 50 years March 11.
30 years ago
Robert Clay Smith, 8, died
in a fire that destroyed the trailer home of the family on Ky.
Hwy. 299. north of Kirksey on
March 14. Also injured were his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Don Swift,
and his brother. Randy.
Martha Alls of Murray has
been elected and installed for a
second term as national president of Freed-Hardeman College
Associates.
Mr. and Mrs. Burley Colley
of Rt. 1. Hazel. will be married

for 50 years March 17
40 years ago
Mancil Vinson, head of the
Alumni Association at Murray
State University, was the speaker Al the annual meeting of the
four adult farmer classes of Calloway County held at the Holiday Inn W.H Brooks. class
teacher, was presented with a
special gift by the ;ads. members
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs J Field Montgomery Jr and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Kelley Gene Woods, March
II; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Murdock, March 7, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Franklin. March
10: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Curtiss, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Nance and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Maggard, March
12.
50 years ago
Elected as president of the
Murray Woman's Club for the
1959-60 club year was Mrs. John
O. Pasco to succeed Mrs. Charles
Clark.
Doyle A. Karraker is serving
as minister of Green Plain Church
of Christ.
North Marshall Jets won 6141 over Fancy Farm Gophers
for the championship of the First
Regional High School Basketball Tournament played at Murray State College. The Jets will
play Gallatin County at the Kentucky State Basketball Tournament at Lexington.
60 years ago
Elected as new officers of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau
at its annual meeting were John
T. Lassiter. president. Randall B
Patterson, vice president, and B.H.
Dixon, secretary-treasurer.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Baron Palmer
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Paschall. March 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison
will be married for 50 years March
20.

COMICS / FEATURES
New mom reluctantly uses
bathroom as pumping station
DEAR ABBY: I am a new
mom who works in A hightech start-up company that does
not provide
a mother's
room.
I'm
The
first
employee
here to have
a baby. The
corporate
plaza
in
which
my
is
office
located also
doesn't proBy Abigail
side
one.
Van Buren
Therefore. I
must resort to using the restroom to pump my breast milk,
which must he done every few
hours.
Some of the women using
the restroom have wondered
aloud about the "weird noise'
they hear, while others walk
back and forth searching for
the source of the "sound."
aHow should I respond to
them? Using the restroom is
not my choice, but it is the
only option I have because I
plan to breast-feed my baby
for as long as I can. -- PRIVACY PLEASE IN SANTA
CLARA, CALIF.
DEAR
PRIVACY
PLEASE: You're reacting as
if pumping breast milk is something to be ashamed of. It
isn't. While you may be the
first woman at the company
to have given birth. I guarantee you won't be the last. So
start communicating with the
other female co-workers. It
might be in all of your best
interests to bring this to the
attention of your supervisor or
your boss.

Dear Abby

Todayinllistory
By The Associated Press
Today' is Monday. March 16,
the 75th day of 2009 There are
290 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History
On March 16, 1968, during
the Vietnam War. the My Lai
Massacre of Vietnamese civilians
was carried out by U.S. Army
troops. estimates of the death toll
sat'.' between 347 and 504. The
same day. in Washington, D.C.
-Sen. Robert F. Kennedy of New
York announced his candidacy for
the Democratic presidential nomination
On this date:
In A.D 37. Roman emperor
Tiberius died, he was succeeded
by Caligula.
In 1751, James Madison. fourth
president of the United States.
was horn in Port Conway, Va,
In 1802. President Thomas Jefferson signed a measure authorE3IEV

izing the establishment of the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point.
NY
In 1915, the Federal Trade Commission began operations.
In 1926, rocket science pioneer Robert H. Goddard successfully tested the first liquid-fueled
rocket, in Auburn, Mass.
In 1935. Adolf Hitler decided
to break MI Military terms set by
the Tritgth5f7ersailles by ordering the taassitng of Germany.
In 1969, -1776,- a musical
about the writing of the Declaration of Independence. opened on
Broadway.
In 1978, Italian politician Aldo
Moro was kidnapped by left-wing
urban guerrillas. who later murdered him.
In 1984, William Buckley. the
CIA station chief in Beirut. was
kidnapped by gunmen. he died in

captivity'.
In 1985, Terry Anderson. chief
Middle East correspondent for The
Associated Press, was abducted in
Beirut; he was released in December 1991.
Ten years ago: The Dow Jones
industrial average bnefly topped
the 10,000 level, reaching a high
of 10,001.78 before retreating. The
entire 20-taember European Commission resigned following publication n a critical report ein sloppy management and cronyism. The
Nebraska Cornhuskers beat Chicago State 50-3 in an NCAA baseball game.
Five years ago: China declared
victory in its fight against bird
flu, saying it had "stamped out"
all its known cases. Mitch Seavey
won the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog
Race in nine days, 12 hours. 20
minutes and 22 seconds.
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THERE WAS 50ME HNC,
WAS PL ANNING TO DO TODAY

Pumr
DEAR ABBY: I was a stayat-home mom for many year.
and enrolled in college when
my youngest entered kindergarten_ I held various parttime (and later full-time) deadend jobs to supplement my
husband's income. It took I
years. hut I finally graduated
with a B.A. in history. although
I have since discovered there
isn't much I can do with my
degree.
After almost 30 years of
marriage, my husband decided he wanted a divorce. I am
now on my own and struggling to survive. I have no

Dr. Gott

marketable skills, can't afford
to attend school full-time
because I must work in order
to have benefits, and don't
have the money to pay for
more training without going
into further debt. I don't know
how I'll ever be self-supporting.
My current job pays $10
an hour. the benefits are good,
but I don't really like my job
or see myself ever earning a
higher hourly wage. If it wasn't for alimony. I'd be even
worse off, but that won't last
forever.(I have three years left.)
I'm thankful that my kids
are on their own and don't
need my support, but they can't
help me either. What options
are there for someone in my
situation? -- FRUSTRATED IN
NORTH CAROLINA

abdominal bloating. little to nii
appetite feelings of I ullness after
A minimal amount of food. abdominal spasms andlor pain. v.
ing undigested food and r,
Ingesting solid. high-fiber,
or carbonated foods and drinks
.•an also eintottntie f., Of worsen
symptoms
Each case is different in intensity. Some patients experience only
mild symptoms. and others have
severe or even disabling effects
Some may have frequent problems, while others experience infrequent discomfort
Complications of this disorder
:mimic bacterial overgrowth due
to rotting of food within the stomach and the development of he/oars
I hardened masses of food i Be/oars
can cause nausea, vomiting and
obstruction For those with diabetes this delayed, sporadic emptying can cause unpredictable
spikes in blood-sugar levels, leading to poor control
Treatment of gastropar.•
depends on the severity. In
few cases, the situation may do
appear. For most, it is a chronic
condition There are several medications available Some stimulate
muscle contractions within the
stomach, some reduce bacterial
overgrowth. and others reduce nausea and viimitina
Doctors and dieticians may
suggest eating several small meals
daily to reduce the amount of
food in the stomach at any One
time For more severe cases, pureed
or liquid diets may he ordered
In cases in which these restrictions fail to work, feeding tubes
may be necessary. Even this drastic step is not enough in certain
instances, and nutrition must be
delivered directly into the bloodstream This temporary situation
allows the body to become stronger
and more able to tolerate other
sources ot nutrition

ContractBridge
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DEAR
FRUSTRATED:
You are an educated, literate,
mature college graduate. You
could make some executive an
excellent, competent personal
assistant. Depending upon what
the requirements are in your
state, you might also be
to be a teacher's assistan
one of the schools.
Contact
an
employment
agency and ask if it can give
you a skill assessment. I am
sure you could find a job
where your attributes would
be appreciated if you start
looking.

West
5•

Net*
;"ft •

6•
Pass
mening lead
ace of diamonds
This astonishing deal occurred
during a match in the 1997 Vanderbilt Teams, and had a direct efiel.:1 limit
only on the outcome iif that match.
hut also in determining the ultimate
is inner'. iif the es snit
The serendipitous result on the
deal grew out of a bidding misunderstanding between Hobby Goldman
and Paul Soloway, a longstanding
partnership composed of two of the
hest players in the lInited States
After Fred Stewart and Stese
Weinstein. Fast-West, had quickly
arrived at five diamonds. Solon ity
elected to bid live notnimp. which he
intended as a takeviut for the three

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van
Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440. Los
Angeles. CA 90069.

1.1Ik

unbid suits. Ile apparently belt a double at this level ssould has c heen
construed as primarily Mr penalties.
However.(ifildman read the !is enotrump hid AS "unusual notrump.asking him to choose between clubs
and beans, the two kisser-ranking
tinbid suits Ile therefore bid six .
hearts, and everyone passed, leasing
North-South in their 4-2 heart tit
rather than their I I -card spade lit!
Weinstein led the diamond ace,
and Goldman COUld see that if he
ruffed
in dummy. whicheser
defender held four trumps would'
then have a trump tnek. So instead of
fulling,(It ildnian discarded A spade!
Now,as anyone can plainly see, all
Weinstnin had to do m heat thc slam
was to cash the club Ace. But he reasoned that if South had no clan.
leading the ace might help declarer .
make thc slam, while it South had a
club, tie is,,uld has c to lose a Mel to .
the ace eventually
So at trick two, Weinstein led
another diamond. a play that no
doubt has caused him many sleepless
nights since Goldman won the diamond with the king. dress trumps infour rounds and then ran sesen,
spades to score the rest of the tricks!.
At the other table. so spades was
July hid and made by Weinstein's
teammates to achieve a tie. But if
Weinstein had cashed the club ace at
trick two, his team would have
the match and eliminated the team
that went on to von the Vanderhin
that year.

tomorrow:(lara versus

42 Formic acid
producer
43 Youngster
44 Loophole
45 Ann Arbor loc
46 Chocolate
substitute
48 Elbow opposite
49 Folks
51 "I" trouble"
53 Rough cabin
54 Sagas

true

1 British sailor
6 Forsakes
11 Breathed hard
12 "1, Robot" writer
14 Gazes at
15 Expensive fur
17 "Hear—'
18 Dine
19 CEO degree
20 4-wheel drive
feature
21 Chooses
23 Estuary
24 Hires a lawyer
25 Body of water
27 Seaweed
28 Computer dept
30 Startled cries
31 Tiger Woods'
grp
32 Chicago Cubs
org
33 Hair-raising
35 Larger — life
36 A fuel
37 Instant lawn
38 Temporary jobs
OIL 2

0
0

DEAR DR.(OTT: In April
2000. I w as diagnosed with gastroparesis The recovery w as very
difficult and 1 still has e some
gastric problems and oil and on
vt..111dCh issues What is gastropareand how is it treated
liFAR 01,x.BFIR: Gastropare
so is a stomach disorder
that leads to
delayed emp[his
tying
causes food to
remain in the
sonnach for
too
long
rather
than
muse into the
intestines for
digestion. The
vagus nerve.
By
which
is
Dr Peter Gott responsible
for the action
of the muss les that control these
organs. becomes damaged, leading to absent or reduced movement
Diabetes is the Inading cause
of gastroparesis High hlood-glucose levels can cause chemical
changes and damage to the nerves
and blood vessels 'This is why
diabetes is also one of the kading causes of neuropathy (numbness. burning and tingling due to
nerve damage t of the hands and
feet. If left untreated or poorly
controlled. the damage can become
more severe
Other possible cause. include
Parkinson's disease, abdominal
migraines, hypothyroidism. scleroderrna, stomach surgery, eating
disorders such as anorexia or
bulimia and more There is also
a form called idiopathic gastroparesis. which simply means that
no cause can he found despite
extensive medical testing
Symptoms can include nausea,
heartburn. gastroesophageal reflux.

Crosswords
44.

-00K, 1)055, 1 .1t.JST CAME
31..000 -NLS MODNlInG
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SLomach condition can
be difficult to treat

And as to the "pacers" and
"wonderers" in the restroom - try to understand that they
are merely cunous. Consider
printing a sign you can tape
to the door of the stall you
occupy that reads- "Breast
Pumping Station." It will stop
the questions and save you
from yelling out. "It's my breast
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
PMiIG BABA RAZZ
URAN AMIE
LlIJl
MP EI DIN
YPE
BO R
ED
EJ C DD tW
MA M B A RIM OM
E MU A TAG R U ll_M
ADI
OM B A RMM
MOP
LAIJDIt
EM JOLT lallg3
DOOR BO01g F ICE
A R A
EWM
MF
S
DORY
ALTO OAT

DOWN
1 Hoops shot
(hyph )
2 Klutzy
3 Alps, for short
4 Wide shoe
5 Fabric meas
6 ''Star Wars"
gangster
7 Cuba. to Castro
8 Tell a fib
9 New Age
practice
10 Tofu source
11 Tijuana dollar
4

5

Bowl or ship
Among
Summer mo
Become unfit
for use
23 Hosp workers

13
16
20
22

8

•

11
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9

10
13

12

4

15

17

in
in

8
21

22

_0
24

23

IF0E AN ILITScw,
AS A WORLD FAMOUS
ATTORNEY DO YOU SERVE
MANY SUBPOENAS?

DOES THE JUDGE
MIND HAVING A
COURTROOM FULL
OF CATS ?

71

34

742

49
.53

4

1

45

C

35

46
50
--4-

48

47
.,1

52

4
ill

24 Informal
speech
26 IOU part
27 Turkish
potentate
28 Leave hastily
29 Shaggy
flowers
31 Profs degree
34 Informer
35 Uproar (hyph
37 Mr Spook's
father
39 Column order
40 Speculate
41 Mushroom
part
43 Face-powder
base
46 1040 pro
47 Speller's
competition
48 Colorful carp
50 Fun house cry
52 AMA member
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'Breds fall in series finale

UK gets
UNLV in
Memorial

MSU PLAYS Al CENTRAL ARKANSAS IN A TWO-GAME SET BEFORE
HOSTING JACKSONVILLE STATE IN OVC SEASON OPENER FRIDAY
ft MINI Swim Intsrindion
St. Louis scored single runs in the sixth, seventh and eighth innings to surge ahead and salvage the third game of the three-game senes with
a 4-1 victory over Murray State Sunday afternoon.
The 'Breds (12-4) got on the board in third
as Daniel Miller started the inning by legging
out his first career tnple to right center. Kyle
Tiernan scored the runner with a sacrifice fly to
left center.
The Billikens (10-6) tied the game in the homehalf of the inning as Andrew Guerra was hit by
a pitch and later scored on David Blackwell's
single up the middle.
Zach Miller gave SLU the lead in the sixth

NCAA
TOURNAMENT

Beast of
the East

with a solo home run to left field_
The Billikens added a run in the seventh as a
successful hit-and-run put runners on the corners
with one out. Ryan Bennett scored the runner
with a sacrifice bunt to right side.
Marc Hannon (1-h was tagged with the loss
after giving up three runs on seven hits through
6.1 innings. Bryant Cotton (3-1) earned the victory after surrendering just one run on eight hits
over 7.1. Chaz Salembier (3) picked up the save
by not allowing a hit in 1.2 shutout innings.
Wes Cunningham led the offense with three
hits, while Tyler Owen chipped in with two.
The 'Breds return to the diamond March 17
as they open a two-game series at Central Arkansas.
First pitch is set for 6 p.m.

FIRST-ROUND
NIATCHUP WILL BE
TELEVISED ON
ESPN AT
8:30 P.M. CDT
MICHAEL DANN

Ledger &

Wes Cunningham. led the Murray State offense with
three hits Sunday at St Louis

PREP SOFTBALL PREVIEW:
CALLOWAY CO. LADY LAKERS

Following the leader

BIG EAST PUTS
UP BIG NUMBER,
GETS 3 TOP
NCAA SEEDS
ft EINE

FELLS
AP National Writer
On the brink of extinction
only a few, fretful years ago,
the Big East is back in more
familiar territory — on top of
the college basketbail world.
Louisville, Pittsburgh and
Connecticut helped the league
that was created decades ago
for hoops. tb,-ri nearly obliterated because of football, become
the first conference to earn
three No. I seeds in the NCAA
tournament.
North Carolina, the regularseason Atlantic Coast Conference champion, was the other
top seed in the bracket released
Sunday.
"It speaks volumes for what
it means to win the Big East,"
said Louisville coach Rick Pitino, whose Cardinals are the
tournament's overall top seed
and will play in the Midwest
Regional.
The coup of placing three
teams on the top line comes
24 years after the Big East
became the first league to get
three teams in the Final Four
— Georgetown, Villanova and
St. John's.
So much has changed since
then.
So much has stayed the same.
The Cardinals (28-5). winners of the regular-season and
conference championships in
the nation's top-ranked conference, are one of the newest
members of the Big East. They
were brought into the fold after
Boston College. Miami and
Virginia Tech bolted for a better situation on the football
field in the ACC.
But they don't play football in March.
Counting No. 3 seeds Syracuse and Villanova, the Big
East has five of the top 12
teams in the bracket.
"It just gives you an idea,
if theoretically half the top
teams in America are coming
out of one conference, how
difficult it was for anybody,UConn coach Jim Calhoun said.
Louisville will open against
the winner of an opening-round
game Tuesday between Alabama State and Morehead State.
The rest of the tournament
starts Thursday and Friday.
The Final Four is scheduled
for Ford Field in Detroit on
April 4 and 6. Last year, all
four No. 1 teams made it to
the Final Four. But Pitt (East),
Carolina (South) and UConn
(West)all know its called March
Madness for a reason — things
rarely go to form.
So, time to break out the
brackets, sharpen some pencils
and pay into an office pool
(or two).
Maybe do some bellyaching here and there.
Among the aggrieved: Duke
and Memphis. both overlooked

1

•See EAST, 10

LEXINGTON, Ky. -- The
University of Kentucky's streak
of 17 NCAA Tournament appearances might have ended today.
but the Wildcats will still be
dancing in March.
UK has been selected to play
in the National Invitational Tournament, extending the Wildcats'
streak of postseason appearances to IS. UK (20-13) earned
a No. 4 seed and will face
fifth-seeded UNLV (21-10) on
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in Memonal Coliseum. The game will
be televised live on ESPN.
The Wildcats own a 3-0 alltime advantage against the Runnin Rebels and it will be the
first meeting with UNLV since
UK won 64-61 in the second
round of the 1985. NCAA Tournament.
The NIT is the oldest tournament in college basketball,
but it's a place the Wildcats
haven't visited all that frequently. It's UK's seventh appearaoce in the tournament and first
since losing to Clemson in the
first round of the 1979 NIT,
the only other time UK has
hosted an NIT game.
The Wildcats have four topthree finishes, including two
titles in 1946 and 1976.
If the Wildcats defeat UNLV
on Tuesday. UK will play the
winner of Creighton and Bowling Green_ That game could be
as early as Thursday or as late
as March 23 (possible secondround dates are March 19, 20.
21 and 23).
The host of each site is
determined by the higher seed.
so UK could host the second
round if Bowling Green defeats
Creighton.

Skyhawks
get Auburn
in first round
Two TEAMS MET
1987 WHEN
UTM WAS DII
IN

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Tones

Calloway County head coach Troy Webb, then an assistant, conducts a mound meeting during the Lady 1 akers'
First Region semifinal game last May. Calloway lost just two seniors and will be looking for a repeat of its surprise run to the championship game last spring.

MARTIN,Tenn.— The University of Tennessee at Martin men's basketball team will
University
Auburn
play
Wednesday at 7 p.m., in the
first round of the National
Invitational Tournament (NIT).
UT Martin secured a berth
C_ALLOWAY CO.
in the NIT by winning the
LADY LAKERS
regular season Ohio Valley
Coach: Troy Webb, 1st season
championship.
Conference
final)
year)
region
to
(adienced
19-11-2
Last
Auburn, a number one seed
Who's gono: Sam Burn (SS) Meagan Starks (C)
06)
Kaoa
iii die tournament, finished the
Who's beet: Tone Rogers (Sr. 38/SS1. &litany Fox
season with a 22-11 worksheet.
(Jr OF) Ashton Futrell (Jr PI Whitney Gardner (Jr.
-We know they (Auburn)
P/OF), Taylor Armstrong (So OF) Georgia Bismiell
(So glOP), Koster) Boggess (So. CJ38). Jodi*
are a very good basketball
Uetcail (So.. OF) Lindsey Rucker (So. P/OF). Lauren
team right now." UT Martin
Benson (Fr.. IFOF). Alyssa Cunningham (Fr. 010F),
Taylor Futrell (Fr 28,0F). Bottany Reynolds (Fr
head coach Bret Campbell said.
Pi8), Kay*. Weems(Fr OF). &Mos Wilson (Fr,
played extremely well
-They
SS/C), Tonya Parker IFr C/OF) Montana Rowland
going down the stretch, and
(fah OF)
OF, iB'L Haley
Who's now Neely Gallimore Fr,(
they are a very athletic team."
Tidwell (71h, C/OF). Ashlynn Stalls (6th 28, On,
Auburn won eight of its
Kelsey Douglas (61h, SS/OF)
last 10 games, including a 61LADY LOAM'lICHIBOULE
58 victory over Florida in the
It Heatt,
Name 23: St Mery 24: ticernen Co .
April 37 as Macon Co (Tenn WO as Henry Co t A as Beet
Southeastern Conference TourTBA
Neetwelt 111: le Henry Co (Tenn t 1. et St Seen
et Graves Co . 1*
nament. Tennessee defeated
kinenell Co Seilmat 11 at Hoenneville
II Marsha Co : 17: ws Awes% ya BOOM tTenn )1: 1* vs.
Auburn 94-85 in the SEC TourCnrieeen Co %. as Alen Co .SoialpAle%. alk Lane Gee Zit
Murton SS: et Beeerd Mentonal. V Omni Co I* nettlenct
nament semifinals Saturday.
BS Marshal Co
"We really thought they
vs Henderson Co *. as Green Co 2. IBA'. II
Mee
marray 12: at lindiend it: Heath IS: et tack/nen Co
(Auburn) were going to be in
the NCAA Tournament,- Camp• It Loutsville Southern Spring Break Tourtaraan)
at Ctvlattan Ca. Lally Celina Pam
bell said. "They were proba• at Somsynerkwee CassalelOosnaliwo CathOIC)
bly one game away from having that possibility. They are
to score runs and take the pressure off a very talented and a well
our pitchers.coached team. Coach (Jeff)
Calloway's pitching staff was usually
Lebo, who we are very familcapable of handling that pressure last seaiar with when he was at Tenson. Gardner and Ashton Futrell were
nessee Tech in the OVC, will
staff aces and both return for their junhave his team prepared.ior seasons.
UT Martin (22-9) clinched
Sophomore Lindsey Rucker and freshbid by winning the
man Brittany Reynolds should have the NIT
champiincreased roles on the mound this sea- OVC regular season
to
chance
a
had
and
onship
son.

LADY LAKERS HOPE LONE SENIOR ROGERS CAN PACK OFFENSIVE PUNCH
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Toree Rogers doesn't have to be told
how much is riding on her shoulders this
spring.
She already knows. And she's perfectly fine with it.
As Calloway County's only senior and
a recent Murray State signee, Rogers
knows it's up to her to provide the foundation for an offense that struggled to
produce in 2008.
"Being our only senior and having to
lead the team. I feel a lot of pressure,"
she said. "But I'm not nervous about this
season. I think we'll be good."
Rogers has plenty of reason for that
belief. The Lady Lakers lost just two
players from last year's surprising run to
the First Region championship game.
And it isn't as if there's not a strong
supporting cast surrounding her.
Career-.3(X) hitter Jackie Metcalf will
man the lead-off spot once again.
Calloway got breakout offensive seasons last year from sophomore catcher
Kristen Boggess and freshman outfielder
Alyssa Cunningham.
The region tournament was junior pitcher Whitney Gardner's coming-out party
as she tossed complete-game victories in
both of the Lady Lakers' first-round wins.
Despite their youth, nearly everyone
in the lineup has experience on the region's
biggest stage.
"We're young in the sense of looking
at us on paper, class-wise," says firstyear head coach Troy Webb. "But experience-u ise, most of these kids have played
varsity softball now for three years."
Calloway's program experienced a
changing of the guard in the offseason

as five-year head coaching veteran James
Pigg left the program in the hands of
assistant Webb.
That transition was an easy one, the
girls say. But getting used to life without program staples Sam Butts and Meagan Starks may he more difficult.
Butts was Calloway's defensive anchor
at shortstop and a reliable contact hitter.
Starks provided a powerful punch in the
middle of the lineup.
For a team that struggled to produce
runs with Butts and Starks in the lineup.
Webb knows his team has to become better offensively. He wants that to start
with Rogers.
"Sam and Megan were our top two
hitters, basically," he said. "(Rogers) is
going to have to step up and fill both
those roles. She's going to have to drive
in some runs, hit for average and be a
complete player.
-Defense has always been her strong
suit, but now the pressure's basically on
her as far as offense. I think as she goes,
we'll go as a team."
Calloway scored an average of 3.5 runs
per game last season and was shut out
seven times. The Lady Lakers were nohit by Reidland standout Cassee Layne
in the region title game.
Calloway's bats did show promise in
upset victories over Heath and Ballard
Memorial during the tournament, however, winning 4-2 and 6-3.
But for most of the season, pitching
and defense carried the Lady Lakers.
"We've got to hit the softball," said
Webb. "Whoever's hitting is going to be
playing. We feel like we should have had
a very good offensive lineup last year
and should again. We've got to be able

IN See LADY LAKERS, 10
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From Page 9
punch a tivket to the NCAA
Tournament by winning the
Like
Tournament,
OVC
Auburn, UT Martin fell in the
semifinals of the tournament
— to Morehead State last Saturday.
Campbell said having the
week in be.tween the OVC Tournament and the NIT announcement will help motivate his
team.
"Realizing we have accomplished something very special
winning an OVC Championship
here in Martin. Tenn., we need
to embrace the opportunity to
continue to play basketball,"
he said. "We talked about the
fact that we earned this opportunity and there are a lot of
people out there who would
love to have a chance to play

1

E Tenn Si (23 10) 18

Radford t21 11)

19

Greensboro, N.C. - March 19

BYO i25
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13,

9 Texas A&M (23-9)
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9
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12 N Iowa (23-101

SportsBriefs
•Due to weather, Calloway County baseball's Meet the Lakers was
postponed Saturday and will take place Tuesday at 5 p m Instead ot an
scnrnmage Resdland.
intra-squad scnmmage. Calloway

Western Ky (24-8) 12

Portland Ore. - March 19

Portland. Ore. - March 19
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From Page 9
"It's a luxury to have four
pitchers." Webb said. "At any
given time, any of those four
can probably come in and get
a big win for us. Early in the
season, we're going to give
all of those kids a lot of
chances."
Whomever Webb sends to
the mound will have a reliable targat behind the plate
in Boggess. As a freshman.
Boggess was Calloway's leading hitter, driving in 15 runs
and hitting for a .333 average.
Rogers will anchor the Lady
Laker infield at thind base and
will be joined on the left side
by freshman Karlee Wilson,
who takes over for Butts at
shortstop.
Freshman Alyssa Cunningham moves in from the outfield to take over first base.
replacing
sister
Kayla
Cunnningham who will not
play her senior season in order
to focus on basketball.
The only contested spot in
Calloway's infield is at second base, where freshmen Taylor Futrell and Lauren Benson will compete for playing
time.
"I think our infield defense
will he a strength." said Webb.
"Alyssa and Toree are solid
at the corners and Karlee is
making the transition, but she's
a prototypical shortstop. She's
a tall, lanky kid that can cover
sonic ground."
In the outfield, Webb says
he has as many as six players vying for spots. Metcalf will
likely play left field and junior Brittany Fox appears to
have an inside track on right
due her to her strong arm.
Either Futrell or Benson
could titan center.

4k

.ilaverstock insurance Agency
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Invitation Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
First Round
Tuesday, March 17
Davidson (26-7) at South Caioirna
(21-9), 7 p rn
Rhode Island (22-10) at Niagera
(26-8), 7 p.m.
George Mason (22-10) at Penn
Stale (22-11), 8 p.m.
UAB (22-11) at Notre Dame (1814). 9 pm
UNLV (21-10) at Kentucky (20-12).
9:30 p m.
Weber State (21-9) al San Diego
Stale (23-9), 10 p m
Nebraska (18-12) at New Mexico
(21-11). 10 pm
Washington State (17-15) at Si
Mary's, Calif (25-6), 11 pm
Wednesday, March 18
Duquesne (21-12) at Virginia Tech
Miami (18-12) at Providence (1913), 7 pm
lImos State (24-9) at Kansas
State (21-11), 8 p.m
Bowling Green (19-131 at
Creighton (26-7), 8 p m
Tennessee-Martin (22-9) at Auburn
(22-11), 8 p m
Jacksonville (18-13) at Florida (2310), 8 pm
Northwestern (17-13) at Tulsa (24.
10), 9 p.m.
Georgetown (16-14) at Baylor (2014), 9 p m
Second Round
March 19-23
Weber State-San Diego State winner vs Illinois State-Kansas State
winner, TBA
Davidson -South Carolina winner
vs Washington Slate-St Mary s.

Calif winner TBA
Tennessee-Martin-Auburn winner
as Northwestern-Tulsa winner.
IBA
Georgetown-Baylor winner vs
Duquesne-Virginia Tech winner
TRA

•

pti

in the quest for top seeding,
settling for No. 2 seeds despite
winning their conference tournaments. Memphis is often
downgraded for playing in the
less-than-steller
Conference
USA, but John Caliph's team
proved people wrong last year,
making it to the national title
game.
"I know people in the .;ity
are mad," he said. "That's OK.
Good karma, good will,
At least they're in the big
show.

Bowling Green-Creighton winner
as UNLV-Konlucky winner. TBA
Nebraska-New Mexico winner vs
UAB-Notre Dame winner, TBA
Jacksonville-Florida winner vs
Miami-Providence winner. TBA
Rhode Island-Niagara winner vs
George Mason-Penn State winner
TBA
--Quarterfinals
March 24-25
Weber State-San Diego State winner-Illinois State-Kansas State winner. vs Davidson-Soutri Carolina
winner-Washington Stale-St
Marys, Cant winner, TBA
'
•
Northwestern-Tulsa winner vs
Georgetown-Baylor winnerDuquesne-Virginia Tech winner,
TBA
Bowling Green-Creighton winnerUNLV-Kentucky winner as
Nebraska-New Mexico winnerUAB-Notre Dame winner TBA
Jacksonville-Florida winner-MiamiProvidence winner. vs Rhode
Island-Niagara winner-George
Mason-Penn Slate winner TBA
--Semifinals
Tuesday, March 30
At Madison Square Garden
New York
Semifinal. 7 p mr
Semifinal. 9 30 p m
Championship
Thursday, April 2
Semifinal winners, 7 p m

"Quality Work Since 1937"
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in the NIT."
The NIT invitation is the first
in school history since playing in the NCAA's Division
1, However, UT Martin has
made two trips to the NCAA
Division II tournament (1982
and 1983).
This will also be UT Marton's first men's basketball game
against Auburn as a Division
school. UT Martin and Auburn
played football in November.
and UT Martin played Auburn
in men's basketball in 1987
when the former UT Martin
Pacers were playing as a Division II team. Auburn claimed
a 99-77 victory in that meeting.
"This is a brand new season with a tournament atmosphere, and we are glad to be
there," Campbell said.
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WE SERVICE ALL 13RANDS1

Sheetrnetal • Heating and Air Conditioning • Installation and Service
• Commercial • Residential • Commercial Refrigeration
Galvanized, brass, Copper Aluminum and Stainless Steel

Cab today and be ready for the digital transition!

WOOD Electronics
403 Maple St.(On the Court Square • Murray, KY
270-753-0530

• Commercial Gutters• Humidifiers and Air Cleaners

ROTODRUSH DUCT CLEANING
802 Chestnut St wet • miorray, Kentucky 42071
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